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‘There are many who imagine that ‘piggy’ has only to be killed, and put into a barrel or some
such receptacle containing salt, and bacon is produced.
But such is not the case. To produce GOOD BACON you must be able to procure good, well-fed
pigs; you must have elaborate premises, skilled workmen and stupendous machinery. All these
we claim to have’.(Limerick July 1898, Matterson’s)
This is the fourth publication in the series produced by Limerick Archives since 2012. All have been supportedto varying degrees by Mary Immaculate College in a partnership between’ town and gown’ that has produceda significant body of work.In 2012 we published Ranks; The Industrial Heart of Limerick City by Dr Edward Whelan.  Students fromMary Immaculate College History Department were a valuable support in carrying out a series of oral historyinterviews with the former Ranks workers.  In 2014 as part of City of Culture we published Amazing Lace, A
History of the Limerick Lace Industry by Dr Matthew Potter, Historian with Limerick Archives. Dr Maura Croninread the typescript and gave wise advice. Our third publication was a major co-production with both theHistory and Geography Departments of Mary Immaculate College on Mount St Lawrence cemetery. A digiti-sation and mapping project culminated in the publication of City and Cemetery, A History of Mount Saint
Lawrence Limerick by Dr Matthew Potter With three successful publications completed, we considered what topic we should turn to next. The baconindustry was top of the list. The reputation of Limerick ham, the food culture that arose from a plentifulsupply of cheap products, the story of the pork butchers, the pig buyers, the sounds of the city with factoryhorns signalling the call to work: all of these still resonate in Limerick in the memories of its citizens andformer workers.  A definitive account of this industry that operated at the centre of the city, supplied by thefarms of rural county Limerick for over 180 years, had never been written. In early 2015 we commissionedRuth Guiry to undertake the research with the guidance of Dr Maura Cronin. The project has been assisted greatly by colleagues in Mary Immaculate College, mainly Dr Helene BradleyDavies for her invaluable advice on the historical geography of Limerick city and input on census, directoriesand mapping in Limerick and also to Dr Tadgh Moloney for primary sources. Thanks to colleagues in LimerickArchives and Limerick Museum especially Dr Matthew Potter and Brian Hodkinson for their ongoing supportfor the bacon project.  A great deal of preliminary research was carried out in Limerick Museum and Archivesby Milla Filin and John Elliott as part of a wider project to create a permanent memorial to the Pork Butchers(opened on Upper William Street in June 2016).We are deeply grateful for the support of the former workers. Their stories and the images they donatedhave contributed enormously to capturing a sense of what the industry meant to Limerick and life withinand outside the factories.In Limerick Archives we have a small collection relating to Matterson’s donated when the factory closed andit is very satisfying to see this book emerging from the combined surviving material culture and oraltestimony.Thanks to all those who donated and sourced images: Tony Punch, Joe Hayes, David Bracken and LimerickDiocesan Archives, Sean Curtin, Sharon Slater, the Limerick Leader and the Mechanics Institute. Thanks toMary Immaculate College for the use of their facilities and to Mike Finn for allowing us to use the title of hisplay Pigtown.Finally we’d like to thank Ruth Guiry our wonderful researcher who has produced an authoritative and acces-sible account of one of Limerick’s defining industries.
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This publication is my first piece of published work. The idea was sparked by the Limerick Pork Butchers’Society who wanted to commemorate the bacon factory workers who left their footprint on Limerick’s socio-economic history. The project started with the pork butchers but would not have been completed withoutthe input of two institutions who have cooperated so closely in this work – Limerick City and County Counciland Mary Immaculate College. Within the Council, a huge thank you is due to Jacqui Hayes, Archivist, Limerick City and County Council,whose experience in guiding and editing local studies in Limerick’s history proved invaluable in this project.Thank you also to Kieran Lehane, Physical Development Directorate, Limerick City and County Council, whobacked this project from the start and provided the funding. I am very grateful to Jacqui and Kieran for givingme the opportunity to research and write about Limerick’s bacon industry. Within Mary Immaculate College, the Geography and History Departments provided the academic advice onboth research and writing. Dr Maura Cronin, Department of History, supervised the project and ensured thatI achieved a balance between personal memories and documentary sources. Dr Helene Bradley-Davies,Department of Geography, advised with the use of census material, maps and official records. Their adviceand support was essential for this project. I would like to thank Milla Filin, Limerick Museum, and Dr Tadhg Moloney, Mary Immaculate College, fortheir input and assistance with this project in terms of primary material, both visual and documentary. DrMatthew Potter, Limerick Archives, shared his great knowledge of Limerick’s history, for which I am verygrateful. Thanks to Dr Ursula Callaghan, Patrick Morrissey, Malinda Wittkopf and Mark Bradley for transcribing theoral history interviews. Thank you to David Bracken, Limerick Diocesan Archives and Michael McNamara,Limerick Mechanics Institute, for allowing me access to private files. While researching this book, I had the pleasure of meeting twenty-seven interviewees, who all contributedto my understanding not only of the bacon industry but also of the Limerick social scene from the 1940sonwards. They are all listed in the appendix. I am especially grateful to Joe Hayes, formerly of O’Mara’s factory,for his help and advice with interviewees, contacts, photos and other details. A special thank you to TonyPunch, Sean Curtin and many more of the interviewees for allowing us to use their photographic imagesrelating to the history of the Limerick bacon industry Finally, I want to thank my fiancé, Don, for his patience with this project and for listening to me talk aboutpigs for the last year!
Ruth Guiry

AUThor’s note

iii
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Matterson & SonsO’Maras
M. Spain

Denny W.J. ShawPigMarket
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Aerial view of Limerick with
locations of bacon factories
highlighted c.1950Courtesy English Heritage
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Shaw & Sons advert c.1890-1910Courtesy National Library of Ireland
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introduction

Leaving Matterson’s
bacon factory onto Cecil
Street at ‘dinner hour’
Courtesy Limerick Diocesan Archives
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A souvenir booklet of Matterson’s,
listing representatives and 
displaying images of the factory. Courtesy Limerick Diocesan Archives
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The pig - now there’s one beautiful animal. Stout, proud, cheerful,
loyal…Man’s best friend is the pig! I should know. I’ve killed
thousands of ’em. In a century and a half, fifty million porkers have
met their end in this town.1 

The history of the bacon industryThe history of the bacon industry in Limerick began as early as 1810 andcontinued until the late 1980s. The bacon industry certainly did put Limerickon the map and it was not long before the city was leading the way in curingand exporting on an impressive scale, so much so that it became a real ‘city ofpigs’ where, as Frank Corr put it, ‘King Pig’ ruled, providing employment forliterally thousands of people, food for every table and a symphony of tastes,sounds and aromas which gave Limerick something of the ambience of abustling city of the East.1 By the late nineteenth century there were four majorbacon factories operating in Limerick city – Denny’s, Matterson’s, O’Mara’s andShaw’s.2 In 1895 some 3,200 pigs had been killed in the Limerick bacon factoriesin one week in August.  By 1911, 2,500 pigs were being killed weekly in O’Mara’sfactory alone.3 By the late 1950s, when three of the factories were still in fulloperation, one pork butcher remarked that he had been killing ‘937 pigs in oneday’.4
The importance of the pigWhile the beginnings of this factory-based bacon production in Limerick dateto the early 1800s, the importance of the pig to the Irish economy, both ruraland urban, had been established long beforehand. Easily reared, feeding offwaste from both households and (in the cities) hotels and institutions, the pig– alive or dead – had multiple uses. For the pre-famine Irish peasant, the livingpig produced the manure so essential for fertilising the potatoes on which thefamily lived. Arthur Young, visiting Ireland in the late 1770s noted the universalpresence of the pig in cottiers’ gardens and half  a century later the Germanvisitor, Johann Kohl, described the pig as the ‘the beast that pays the rent’,fattened and sold to ensure that the family remained secure in its cabin andland.5 Dead, he was not only an item of food for people from the poorest to therichest, but his skin was used in the manufacture of shoes and fine gloves, hishair provided the bristle used in brush-making and his bladder, cleaned andinflated, provided a football for children in country and town.6 Tommy, one ofthe main characters in Mike Finn’s drama, Pigtown, summed up the pig’s contri-bution to the human as follows:The pig is the most generous animal on God’s earth. Ham andbacon. Rashers and sausages. Skirts, kidneys, liver, eye bones,backbones, pig’s heads, pig’s toes, lard. Bladders for footballs.Bristles for brushes and shit for roses. Nothin’ wasted but thesqueal…7
Pig breeding and feedingThe ongoing agricultural revolution in Britain led from the later eighteenthcentury onwards to an increased awareness of the need to breed different typesof pig for different markets.8 In the earlier part of the century, when populationgrowth both in Ireland and in industrial Britain led to an increased demand for
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Pigs at market. Courtesy Limerick Museum
food, a pig that was large and easy to fatten was considered ideal – both for home consumptionand for export. Ireland shared in this growing awareness of the need to improve pig breeds: thequick-fattening Neapolitan, as well as oriental varieties of pig, were imported and crossed withthe Irish Greyhound pig, whose large frame made it ideal for breeding. The result was a fast-growing pig that produced a large quantity of fat meat.9 Further improvements in pig breedingwere made in the closing decades of the century with the establishment in 1887 of the BaconCurers’ Pig Improvement Association, a body including both British and Irish curers, whichsupplied quality boars free of charge to farmers.10 The favourite breed of the Bacon Curers’ PigImprovement Association was the Large White Ulster pig which, it was believed, would helpIreland to compete better in international bacon markets.11 But though the Ulster was widelypopularised in Munster it was challenged by other ‘improved’ breeds – the Yorkshire Whites,Tamworths, Howards and Lincolnshires – that provided a leaner bacon more in keeping withchanging public tastes.12 Top among these was the Yorkshire, reputedly one of the best lean baconpigs, widely advertised in Irish newspapers, and promoted especially from the 1890s onwards.13But there were different regional tastes in the matter of pig breeding. In west Limerick and northCork, the Ulster pig maintained its popularity, a sardonic song composed sometime between1890 and 1920 presenting the rearing of Yorkshire as involving too much work: Oh a rún, a rún, what shall we do, for our credit is running downThe humour is gone from every man in country and in town.When they go to a dance, a treat or a prance, or to practice some reels or jigsSure the lassies can't stay, they must hasten away to fatten those Yorkshirepigs.14With this focus on specialist breeding, there was a growing emphasis on feeding pigs in a waythat would improve the quality and flavour of their meat, and from the 1880s onwards, thoserearing pigs were advised to turn to more specialised care and feeding. Small producers wereless able to afford these new methods and the Irish Department of Agriculture and TechnicalInstruction complained as late as 1900 that throughout the country:the impression prevails that any place is good enough for a pig, and old stables,coach-houses, and other disused buildings are requisitioned for swine-tending: many swine are consequently badly housed, and in other respects ill-attended to, hence they become liable to various derangements of the digestiveand other vital organs.15But larger farmers, and those in the Golden Vale dairying region in the hinterland of Limerickcity, were particularly able to produce good pigs, since they could mix surplus milk with the feed.Other large producers made grain (either oats or barley or imported maize) a central part of thepig’s diet.16
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This breeding and feeding ensured that Limerick bacon was both a delicacy whose flavourrecommended it to the great and powerful, and a cheap food that fed the poor. As one man putit, ‘the whole of Limerick was fed out of the bacon factories.’17 Phillip O’Sullivan rememberedhow ‘in the shop on Roches Street, my father would sell a few ton of offal every week, the offalwould be the breast bones, eye bones…’ along with ‘tails, toes, and pig’s head’.18 All this providedaffordable meat to people with large families and little money: Backbones were dog-cheap. Sure the old people on barely any wages, they’dbuy two or three of them and break them up – into a pot – pot is full then withbones… and the kids, that’s what they were all reared on. Throw the carrotsand parsnips into it, you’d make soup out of it. I used to love ’em…19Such food was tasty as well as cheap: Susan O’Mara remembered how: We’d all get loads out of a pig then…you’d loads out of a pig…they’d get allbones and breast bones, and this bones and that bones. Everything wasused…everything was used…nothing went to waste…and you’d have packetand tripe then of a Sunday morning for your breakfast … and that was thefavourite breakfast – packet and tripe…20At the upper end of the market was the famous Limerick ham which was reputedly eaten byQueen Victoria, included in the provisions of the ill-fated Titanic, and in more recent timespresented to visiting dignitaries like the U.S. President, Ronald Reagan, as well as being suppliedto Áras an Uachtaráin.21 The city’s bacon companies were intensely proud of their ham, as isclear from the souvenir booklet printed for O’Mara’s centenary in 1939:  The English beef, the Welshman sheep,The Scotchman haggis gnaws; The Esquimo holds walrus fat Between his greasy paws; The Frenchman nibbles froggies' legs;New Yorkers gobble clams, But Irishmen who know what's what Stick to O'Mara's Hams.22

Shaw & Sons c.1890-1910. Courtesy National Library of Ireland 5
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The curing processIt was believed that the secret of bacon curing in Limerick went back beyond the eleventhcentury and that the Vikings that settled in the city learned about curing from the natives andbrought the skill back to Denmark with them. Whether this claim was true or not, there is nodoubt that the advanced curing techniques developing in Europe and America from the eigh-teenth century onwards, were carried out in Limerick.There were two main types of curing methods – ‘dry’ cure and ‘wet’ cure.  Limerick ham (thelong ham or hind leg of the pig) was made using the dry curing technique – also called the salt-and-stack technique, while Limerick bacon (sides, back or belly of the pig) used the ‘wet’ curetechnique. The production of old Limerick ham involved repeatedly rubbing the meat with dry salt,saltpetre and sugar and then leaving the meat to stand for over two months, usually from mid-October to December.  The salt and other dry substances dissolved in the fluid exuding fromthe meat.   Next the hams were carefully trimmed and suspended in a room for drying andsmoking.  For drying, a coke fire was brought in for at least seven hours, often overnight.  Forsmoking, the fires were removed and a bed of straw and sawdust was  lit in the room andallowed to smoulder for at least 10 to twelve hours.23 While the method was similar in eachfactory they all had had their own recipes - O’ Mara’s recipe is still held by the family. Bacon was ‘wet’ cured. This involved soaking raw meat in brine stacked in large tanks. The mostfamous wet cure was the ‘Wiltshire’ cure, originating in England but soon adapted in baconfactories in Ireland, Denmark and Holland.24 A further stage in the development of this processwas reached when the Irish Bacon Curers’ Association introduced the brine pump into thecountry. This allowed for the more even injection of brine (a solution of salt and water) intothe meat during the curing process, producing a better flavour in the bacon.25 By the 1880s afurther development in curing occurred in Limerick when, due to a shortage of money on thepart of some producers, short-cuts were made in the accepted curing process, so the meat was
6
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Pig carcasses hanging in shed, Shaw & Sons c.1890-1910. Courtesy National Library of Ireland
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turned out in a ‘half-cured’ condition. The fortunate resultwas a ‘sweeter’ and less salty meat which created theunique sweet taste that made Limerick bacon famous.26At the National Exhibition in Dublin in 1882, medals wereawarded to Shaw’s and Matterson’s, while O’Mara’s wongold medals at the Munster-Connaught Exhibition of1906, the Liverpool Grocers’ Exhibition 1907, and theBelfast and Bradford Exhibitions of 1908.27 MichaelO’Mara attributed the success of the firm’s exhibitionsuccess to the fact that it never changed the cure: Those hams… were still the old dry-curedham. They never saw brine or the injection,nothing like that at all. It used to take aboutthree months to cure them. If you saw them…there’s nothing like them. The only thing thatwould look slightly like them [is] Parmaham… but it would look much better becausethe Parma hams have all mold on them, youknow, and these things were shiny – youcould see your face in them. And our brandwas built into the skin – O’Mara Limerick Ltd.And that’s how Limerick got the name forham: the hams were cured separately and wedid that right up to the end.28By the late 1980s, however, although the name and repu-tation of Limerick ham and bacon lived on in memory, itwas no longer produced. Breast bones, eye bones andpacket and tripe had become a minority taste, the manybacon shops in the city were beginning to close withFrank Corr vividly recalling the changing economics thatalso hunted the pigs from various nooks and crannies ofthe city where they had been bred for almost twocenturies, and the industrial modernisation that broughtabout the closure of every one of the bacon factories inLimerick over the course of two decades.29 The closure ofClover Meats in 1972 was sealed when, six years later in1978, part of the site was acquired for an expansion ofthe Limerick Prison facilities; Matterson’s site, which hadlain vacant after it ceased killing and transferred itscanning operations to Moyross in 1972, was cleared in1989 for the new Employment Exchange; and O’Mara’smade way a decade later for a multi-storey car park.30
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A wonderful image capturing 
the famous O’Mara’s Limerick 
bacon advertisementCourtesy National Library of Ireland
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Display Stand, Shaw & Sons, c.1890-1910Courtesy National Library of Ireland
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Making hay in county Limerick c.1900 Courtesy Sharon Slater and David Ludlow

The rise of the Limerick 
bacon industry

CHAPTER 1
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Group of pork butchers probably outside
O’ Mara’s Bacon factory where Jack Walsh
worked. Note the aprons on the butchers
and the hatsCourtesy Dinny Keogh (via Gerry O’Sullivan) 
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The dominance of agricultureBecause of the dominance of agriculture in the Irish economy, the processing of foodstuffs hadbecome vitally important by the end of the eighteenth century – especially corn milling, baking,biscuit making and the production of salt meat.1 The provisioning of the British navy duringthe Napoleonic wars provided major markets for Irish food. Cork exported large quantities ofprocessed foods between 1780 and 1820 for military and naval consumption.2 Limerick saltpork was exported to destinations as varied as London, Liverpool and Jamaica.3 Limerick’sgrowing prominence in the bacon trade at this time was due in part to its fertile hinterland,which ensured that it had a constant supply of pigs fattened on the residue from dairying andtillage farming – a reality that continued for a century and a half, with pigs streaming into thecity from ‘north Cork, west Limerick and all south Tipperary, up to north Tipperary and theninto Clare.’4Even when peace returned from 1815 onwards, outside demand for Irish foodstuffs increasedas the urban population in Britain continued to grow, and some interesting changes in thepattern of exports began to appear. From the early 1820s onwards, butter, beef and pork weregradually displaced by bacon in the export table. For instance, while the amount of porkexported through Limerick port was halved (from 12,369 barrels to 6,962) between 1820 and1829, the export of bacon for the same years almost quadrupled (from 12,672 to 46,160 cwts.)So important had the trade become by the 1830s that a number of merchants in the cityequipped the so-called ‘Limerick Liners’, small ships plying between Limerick and London forthe transport of hams for the London market, the ham reputedly travelling in cabins to ensureits safe arrival.5 Improvements in the transport network by land and sea increasingly benefittedLimerick’s bacon trade, its port continuing to facilitate the export of both live pigs and finishedbacon. Beginning in 1848, Limerick became the centre of a network of railways radiating outtowards Waterford and Dublin (1848), Clare (1859), Cork (1862), Tipperary (1863) and Kerry(1867) – enabling the easy transfer of live pigs to the city factories and the outward transportof finished bacon to the ports of Cork and Waterford.6
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The rise of the Limerick bacon industry

‘One of the butchers’. Meat processing in Shaw & Sons. c.1890-1910. Courtesy National Library of Ireland
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The beginning of a factory systemThis combination of fertile hinterland and improved transport together explain why baconcuring in Munster cities was first organised on a factory basis in the 1820s and 30s and why itattracted entrepreneurs from outside the island. The Lunham Brothers of Berwick-upon-Tweedestablished a factory in Cork in the 1830s, while Henry Denny entered a partnership with along-established general merchant in Waterford city in 1820 and ten years later set up his ownbacon curing business there.7 Limerick’s establishment of factory-based bacon production hadbegun even earlier when the Chamber of Commerce, newly established in 1807, welcomed anumber of entrepreneurs in different areas of manufacture ranging from lace to bacon, andwho left their mark on the economy of the city. These entrepreneurs include Peter Tait who,eleven years after arriving in Limerick in 1844, established the great clothing business thatonly closed its doors in the 1970s, and Charles Walker who established the manufacture ofLimerick lace on a commercial footing in 1829.8 Two of the most influential bacon entrepre-neurs were John Russell and Joseph Matterson, both from Cumberland, who entered a part-nership as bacon provision merchants in Roches Street in 1816.9 By 1820 Matterson seems tohave established himself as a sole trader, owning and operating factories in both Limerick andWaterford, with thousands of pigs slaughtered weekly. The business survived for over 150 yearsuntil its closure in the 1980s. William John Shaw, whose family originated in Co. Down, estab-lished his factory in 1831. The business was unnamed on the 1840 Ordnance Survey map butby the 1870 Ordnance Survey map it had acquired the title of Garryowen Provision Stores.10This business lasted until 1943 when it was taken over by Clover Meats of Waterford.11  JosephO’Mara came to Limerick from around Toomevara in County Tipperary in the early nineteenthcentury – possibly the 1820s although we do not have the exact date – and set up a baconprovision store in his house on Mungret  Street in 1839.12 In 1840 he proceeded to set up afactory on Roche’s Street, the business lasting until 1986.13 Denny’s were a much later arrival:originally established in Waterford, they opened their Limerick factory at Cathedral Place in1872, continuing in business until the 1930s.14
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The hanging shed in Shaw and Sons, c.1890-1910Courtesy National Library of Ireland
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17Chilling Plant, Shaw & Sons, c.1890-1910Courtesy National Library of Ireland
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Pigs in Parnell Street on their
way to the factory, c.1900Courtesy Sharon Slater and David Ludlow
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The Great Famine (1845-1850) hit the country around a quarter century after theestablishment of the first bacon factory in the city, but though the human miserythat it wreaked on Limerick city is in no doubt, its effects on the industry aredifficult to calculate.15 One report in the Cork Examiner in 1853 attributed thesevere decline in the number of pigs exported (from 400,000 in 1847 to 110,000in 1851) to the near annihilation of the cottier class who before the famine hadfattened pigs to pay the rent.16 Despite this decline the export trade was the life-blood of bacon curing in Limerick and other Munster centres, from the 1850sonwards. While Waterford exports dominated the trade to London around mid-century, Limerick and Belfast supplied Lancashire and the North of England.17 ButLimerick bacon had to face the serious matter of foreign competition. In this theywere not alone: from the late 1870s onwards European agricultural products werebeing undercut by those of North and South America, Australia and New Zealandas they were more easily transported to Britain and other European marketsfollowing the introduction of reefer ships (refrigerated ships) in the 1870s.18 Irishbacon was therefore being undermined by the cheap ‘hard tack’ American baconthat was cornering the working class market both at home in Ireland and inBritain.19 At the same time, Germany’s imposition of tariffs on imported baconforced Denmark to direct its exports towards Britain so that by the 1890s Danishbacon was undercutting Irish bacon in Britain by as much as £3 per ton, and adecade later Denmark, Holland and Poland between them provided ninety percent of the bacon on the British market.20 
Expansion and competitionIn spite of these problems, however, Limerick grew to be the largest bacon curingand exportation centre in Ireland, its output by 1900 equalling that of Waterfordand Cork combined, and the last two decades of the nineteenth century sawincreased entrepreneurship in the industry.21 Foreign markets were cultivatedand offices and branch factories of Limerick firms were established elsewhere inIreland, Britain and further afield. By 1898 Matterson’s had customers in England,

Sausage Department, Shaw & Sons, c.1890-1910. Courtesy National Library of Ireland
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The Sorting Hall
in Shaw & Sons,
c.1890-1910Courtesy National Library of Ireland
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Wales, Scotland, France, Spain, Germany, Switzerland, Egypt, South Africa, India, China andNorth and South America.22 Henry Denny’s youngest son, Edward, set up Edward Denny & Co.in London and began expanding internationally, establishing operations in Germany, Denmarkand the United States between 1885 and 1900. By the time he died in 190523, Edward Dennywas one of the most powerful men in the international meat industry.24
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The Managing Directors of Matterson’s. Courtesy Limerick Diocesan Archives
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O’Mara’s, Tsarist Russia and RomaniaO’Mara’s opened an office in London in 1893 and a decade later purchased Donnelly’s factoryon Dublin’s Cork Street, establishing agencies throughout Britain, France, Belgium, Canada, theUnited States and South Africa.25 Their export business had already been expanding from 1891onwards when a team of local pork butchers and bricklayers, on O’Mara’s own initiative,travelled to Tsarist Russia to help set up the Russian Bacon Company at Grioza in the Tamboffregion.26 The timing and the choice of site was shrewd, at least for the shareholders in the newcompany: Tamboff’s volume of grain growing promised a plentiful supply of pig-feed, labourthere was cheap, and should the proposed bacon trade succeed, it looked likely to provide majorcompetition to American bacon on the British market.27 At its inception the company’s direc-torship consisted of three London-based and two Irish businessmen – James O’Mara andWilliam Abraham, MP for County Limerick:  but by 1899, O’Mara’s had acquired the rights tothe company which they continued to lease from by the Tsarist government until the revolutionof 1917. The advancement of the O’Mara enterprise continued into the early twentieth century.In 1902 James O’Mara travelled to Romania to investigate opening a factory there, attracted (asin Russia) by the low cost of salt and the availability of both cheap labour and maize for feedingpigs, while two men from the Limerick factory were sent to Romania to train the newworkforce.28 In 1906 the determined marketing approach of the firm was evident in its acqui-sition of a packing house in Palmerston, Ontario, from where tinned goods were regularlyshipped to Calcutta.29
The Limerick bacon industry before 1914The two decades before World War I were good for Limerick bacon. Despite the undercuttingby Danish and other European bacon, the Irish product was actually doing very well on theBritish market. This was partly due to the reduction of competition from American baconbecause its importation into Britain decreased as bacon consumption in the United States itselfincreased with rising population and falling food prices.30 It was also due to Limerick baconfirms’ success in modernising production methods and machinery and diversifying their rangeof products. As early as the mid-1860s an English visitor to Matterson’s had described thefactory as ‘one of the first of its kind in Ireland’ and three decades later in the 1890s, Matterson’sclaimed to use the most modern and hygienic methods and, with an eye on the future, diver-sified into canning and bottling meats and meat products for the home and export market.31Later they moved into canning peas which were grown on the south side of the city and outtowards Killonan.32 Similar diversification was evident in Shaw’s: in 1906 a representative ofthe Irish Independent who visited the plant gave an enthusiastic description of the range ofproducts – ‘canned meats of all varieties, from Limerick bacon and eggs to prawns, aspic jelly,sausages, and puddings of best quality’ – as well as the advanced methods of cooking andcanning the meat and soldering the cans, the recycling of grease, and the use of colour-coded(and Irish-made) labels for ease of identification when on the shop shelves.33 O’Mara’s factoryhad also modernised: by 1911 it had installed a gas-fired refrigeration plant and the advance-ments in its killing and processing lines attracted a deputation from the Paris municipal councilanxious to observe the factory’s operations at first hand so as to ‘apply such modern methodsof slaughter to abattoirs to be erected in France.’34 In fact, in 1912 O’Mara’s was described inthe Irish Times as ‘the most important bacon factory in the British Isles.’35

A wage slip displaying all employee details, including a department number and employee number.Courtesy Jerry O’Sullivan, for Michael O’Sullivan. 23
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Painting and labelling
department, Shaw &
Sons, c.1890-1910Courtesy National Library of Ireland
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Bacon curers and merchantsThese four big firms of Matterson’s, Shaw’s, O’Mara’s, and Denny’s dominated Limerick baconproduction for almost 180 years – and maintained their businesses in the same locations overthat entire period, largely because from 1848 onwards the nearness of the railway station facil-itated the transport of pigs inward and finished bacon outwards. But there were several smallerbacon producers that came and went over the same period – names like McDonnell, Nash,O’Keeffe, Sugrue, Spain, Kelly, Russell, Hanrahan and Lynch.36Figure 1.  Location of Bacon Factories in Limerick

Source: Ordnance Survey, 1900, 1:5000 (Courtesy of John Elliot)The Primary Valuation of Tenements recorded the presence of a number of bacon related activ-ities in the mid-1850s (Table 1).37 These were concentrated around Roche’s Street, CathedralPlace (Ramper’s Row) and Mulgrave Street.38
Table 1. Bacon Related Activities in the Primary Valuation 
Name                           Location                             Rateable           Description
                                                                                     ValuationLeslie Acheston        17 Roche’s Street             £48                       Bacon storesJoseph Matterson     24 Roche’s Street             £96                       Bacon stores, house, offices & yardMaurice Lee               51 Roche’s Street             £15                       Butcher and bacon storeTimothy O’ Brien      3 Ramper’s Row               £34                       Pig marketJohn Russell               2 Old Windmill Street     £200                    Bacon stores and tanyardJohn Sheehy               6 Mass Lane                       £20                       Bacon store and yardFrances P. Russell     4 Island Lane                     £44                       Pig market and slaughter houseJohn Russell               84 Park                                £104                    Corn, bacon stores and yard
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The trade directories of the time also make reference to bacon curers, bacon merchants,provision curers and provision merchants. Eight distinct bacon manufacturers/ curers wereidentified. The earliest references were to Matterson & Sons and Stephen Sullivan on RochesStreet, Denny & Sons on Upper William Street and Thompsons on the Roxborough Road.39
Table 2. Bacon Curer/Manufacturers 1879-1920 (Limerick City Trade Directories)40
Name                                Location                                 YearsMatterson & Sons         Roche’s Street                        1879, 1886, 1908, 1913, 1914, 1915, 1918Denny & Sons                 Upper William Street           1879                                           Mulgrave Street                     1886, 1908, 1912, 1913, 1914, 1915,                                                                                               1918, 1920Stephen Sullivan           Roche’s Street                        1879Thompson                       Rathbane Cottage,                1879                                           Roxborough Road                 W. J. Shaw & Sons          Mulgrave Street                     1880, 1884O Mara Ltd.                     Roche’s Street                        1912, 1913, 1914, 1918O Brien                             Roche’s Street                        1908Lynch & Spain                40 Roche’s Street                  1912, 1913, 1914, 1918, 1928
The number of bacon curers recorded in the censuses of the late nineteenth and early twentiethcenturies were far greater.41 In 1881, for example, 198 people (109 males and eighty-ninefemales) were recorded as provision curers/dealers. The censuses, however, do not record thenumber of businesses involved or where they were located in the city.
Table 3. Provision Dealers/Curers 1871 – 1911 (Census of Population)
Year           Description                                                          Males                   Females              Total1871          Provision/Curer, Dealer42                                  43                          27                          701881          Provision/Curer, Dealer                                     48                          30                          781891          Provision/Curer, Dealer                                     109                       89                          1981901          Provision/Curer, Dealer                                     29                          84                          1131911          Provision/Curer, Dealer                                     46                          106                        152
References to bacon and provision merchants in the trade directories were more numerous. Itis, however difficult to establish whether those listed were engaged in the entire bacon processfrom killing to curing, or whether they simply dealt in provisions on a wholesale or retail basis.Many of these were also classified as bacon manufacturers in the trade directories.
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Table 4. Bacon Merchants 1879-1920 (Limerick City Trade Directories)
Name                                     Year                                                                         StreetClancy, John                          1875                                                                        West WatergateDenny Messrs.                     1875, 1912, 1913, 1914, 1915                        Mulgrave StreetShaw W.J. & Sons                1875, 1891, 1914, 1915, 1918 , 1920,          Mulgrave Street                                                1913                                                                        Garryowen Bacon FactoryLongbottom, John              1879                                                                        Upper Cornwallis StreetMatterson J. & Sons           1880, 1884, 1912, 1913, 1914, 1915,           Roche’s Street                                                1918, 1920Denny Henry & Sons         1891                                                                        27 Upper William StreetHogan Mrs.                           1891                                                                        24 Upper William StreetO'Halloran, Michael           1891                                                                        28 High StreetO'Mara Ltd.                           1891, 1912, 1913, 1914, 1915, 1918            Roche’s StreetLooney & Co.                        1912, 1913, 1914, 1915, 1918, 1920            10 Gerald Griffin Street                                                                                                                                    UpperLynch & Spain                     1912, 1913, 1914, 1915, 1918, 1920            40 Roche’s StreetDenny Henry & Sons Ltd. 1914, 1918, 1920                                                Mulgrave StreetNeazor                                   1915, 1918, 1920                                                57 William Street UpperO'Connor, Daniel                 1915, 1918, 1920                                                57 William Street UpperPrendergast, Mary             1915, 1918, 1920                                                33 Wickham StreetRea O. G.                                1915, 1918, 1920                                                47 William Street Upper
Provision merchants were more prolific, peaking in the second decade of the twentieth century(Figure 1). Similar to the bacon merchants, the majority were found in close proximity to thebacon factories, on Roche’s Street, Upper William Street, Mulgrave Street, Mungret Street,Nicholas Street, Gerald Griffin Street (Cornwallis Street), Wickham Street and Thomas Street(Table 3).  
Figure 1. Provision Merchants 1840-1920 (Limerick City Trade Directories)
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Table 5. Location of Provision Merchants 1840-1920 (Limerick City Trade Directories)
Street                         1840  1846   1856  1867   1875   1879  1886  1912   1915  1918  1920Thomas Street                        1           1                       1           1                                                       Wickham Street                                 2                       3           2                                 1          1          1Cornwallis Street                                                       1                      1          1           1          1          1Nicholas Street                                                           1                                 1           3          4          Mungret Street        1                                    2           3           2                     1           2          2          2Mulgrave Street       1                                    1                                  1          2           2          2          2William Street                        3           2           3                       3          1          1           1          1          1Georges Street                                                                        1          2          5           3          3          2Roche’s Street          2            3           2           3           7           7          6          6           5          5          5
Layout of the factory

Physical StructureIn terms of physical structure, many of the factories were described as possessing similar char-acteristics. Goad’s insurance maps of 1897 provide an insight into the layout of these factories.J. Matterson and Sons, on Roches Street (Figure 2) contained ‘abattoirs, bath room, brandingstove, chill rooms, condenser tank, dry houses, lard chill room, lard refinery, lard store, offices,piggeries, refrigerating machinery, salt store, sausage factory, sausage skin factory, smokehouses, tanks, tinned meat, tin room.’43 Similarly W. J. Shaw and Sons, on Mulgrave Street (Figure3) contained a ‘baling shed, carpenter, chills rooms, economiser, furnaces, gut house, two hamlofts, hanging shed, hose reel, lard drying, offices, piggeries, two pumps, railway siding, refrig-erating machinery, sausage factory and smithy’.44 A similar layout was found in O Mara and Sonsand Denny and Sons (Figure 4). 

29
A 1949 snippet of a Roches Street Trade Directory Lynch and Spain Irish Ham and Bacon advert. Courtesy Limerick Museum
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Figure 2.  J. Matterson & Sons Roches Street, 1897 (Goad)45

Figure 3.  W.J. Shaw & Sons, Mulgrave Street, Figure 4.  Henry Denny & Sons, Cathedral 1897 (Goad) Place, 1897 (Goad)46

A few interviewees were able to recall more contemporary features of the factories. One inter-viewee remembered the walls of O’Mara’s factory as being covered by ‘all white tiles’ and thatthe ‘floor had to be cleaned down into gullies’ which led into the sewerage.47 It was ‘like a bigold shed,’ recalled Marie Madigan, with all the men working on the lower level carrying thebacon and hams over their shoulders.48 The offices were much more comfortable as workplaces. In Shaw’s at least, while they were described as ‘old fashioned, no computers, nothinglike that… [with] wooden desks which were there since the factory was built’, they were also‘well heated’.49The main problem was that the factories were located in the city centre and therefore lackedthe space needed for expansion and modernisation. The close proximity of other industrial
30
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outlets together with the labyrinth of congested streets and lanes meant that space forexpansion was at a premium.50 It would have been easier to relocate to the outskirts of the city,however that would have cost the factories large amounts of money.
The location of the factories

Health issuesDue to their city centre locations, the safe removal of animal waste and carcasses from thefactories was a key issue in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.  Urban health was a growingconcern and local authorities attempted to apply national regulations in order to reduce diseaseand improve living conditions.51 The Towns Improvement Clauses Act, 1847, stipulated howwaste material and meat not suitable for human consumption were to be removed anddeposited.52  Prior to this legislation, obnoxious waste had been deposited on the street untilheavy rainfall washed it away. The Nuisance Removal Acts of 1855, 1860 and 1863 tried toenforce regulations in this area, but the factories, while generally compliant with legislation,were casual enough in their attitude to the disposal of waste.53 As late as August 1911, peoplein the city wrote to Limerick Corporation requesting that factories be ordered to remove theoffal from animals early in the morning so as to avoid the smells and offensive sight of such atask.54 In response, Matterson’s send a curt response to the Corporation, pointing out whilethey planned to carry out the operation earlier in the day, carting offal ‘cannot be consideredcarting roses or other delicious compounds through the city… It is one of those things whichthe public have to be forbearing about.’55The presence of slaughter houses, piggeries and knacker yards was also causing concern. ThePrimary Valuation identified a number of slaughter houses on Cattle Market Lane, Curry’s Lane,Hackett’s Lane (off Lower William Street), Island Lane and Stable Lane (off Ahern’s Bow) in1850. The Nuisance Removal Acts of 1855, 1860 and 1863 were aimed at relieving the insan-itary conditions that could be caused by activities of these businesses. These acts required allslaughter houses and knacker yards to obtain a license and be registered. They stipulated thatthese premises should be kept in a clean and proper state and that all filth should be removedat least every twenty-four hours.  Breaches of the legislation would result in a penalty of £5
31

P60 Matterson’s Papers, Limerick Archives

Matterson’s female staff members in the 1970s. Courtesy Limerick Chronicle
O’Mara’s bacon factory. Courtesy Tony Punch
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which would be applied daily until the situation was rectified. In order to ensure these ruleswere kept, inspectors were sent to examine the areas and report any nuisances that werebrought to their attention.56Public Health Acts also addressed the issues of animals being kept in close proximity to livingquarters and the cleaning up of the street.57 More specifically the Sanitary (VeterinaryInspectors) Order in 1909,58 the Fresh Meat Bill in 192959 and the Pigs and Bacon Act of 193560all contributed to general improvements in living conditions, pig breeding, slaughtering andthe selling of meat for human consumption. Though the number of small slaughter houses hadfallen considerably by the twentieth century, some still continued to operate into the early1970s. Concentrated mostly around Locke Quay, Thomondgate, Broad Street and DenmarkStreet, their function was largely taken over by the Limerick Municipal Meat Plant from 1972onwards. Such establishments were concerned mainly with the killing of cattle and sheep,however, and the killing of pigs was mostly confined to the bacon factories.61
The keeping of pigsThere had always been a tradition in Limerick of keeping pigs in the ‘back yard’ of privatehouses and selling them on from here.  This tradition survived into the twentieth century:There was hardly … a house [without pigs in the back]…But once you ….yougot beyond the canal or beyond the river here [near the City Hall], from thatall out, all down…nearly all the houses had the pigs in the back… down theIsland Field, all out Thomondgate, everywhere…the older houses now – notthe newer ones. The ones that would have been built from the fifties on, I’dsay, discontinued that practice though they used to collect the [swill].62Eddie McManus remembered how: every lane had a couple of pigs…they used to call it “pay the rent” … my aunt’shusband was rearing – he had six. All the laneways like Donovan’s Lane now,a couple of people used to rear pigs down there … all the people now aroundPark used to rear pigs.63
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Sexton Street North, Thomondgate,
Limerick where many householders
would have kept pigs
Courtesy Limerick Museum
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Ollie O’Brien ‘kept pigs all his life’ over one hundred at a time behind his house in MulgraveStreet.64 This keeping of pigs in domestic situations was, however, becoming a cause of concernin the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. At Caledonia Place, in 1911, a complaint to thePublic Health Committee was made against a Mrs. Hickey who kept three pigs in the back yardof her house (a size of 21ft by 14ft). While the yard was kept clean, the space was consideredtoo confined for the animals.65 Six months later another complaint was made about Mrs.Hickey’s residence where the pigs were causing a nuisance to neighbours. The children livingnext door to the residence were frequently sick and the doctor commented on how the presenceof pigs might be the cause of the illnesses. Another complaint was made against Mrs. Donohoeon Sexton Street in 1911. She had a small yard (16ft by 20ft) in which she kept pigs, a donkey,geese, ducks, hens and a couple of dogs.66 The smell from the bones and refuse in the yardattracted other dogs.  The letter also reported that a small lake of filth had formed. On wet days,steam and smells arose from the heap and the smell was unbearable. 
ConclusionOver the course of a century Limerick’s bacon industry had grown from small beginnings tolarge-scale production. The four factories advanced the city’s economy and reputation in severalways: they provided large-scale employment in the killing and curing process; they providedthe foundation for a whole range of associated activities ranging from the selling and buying ofpigs to the retailing of bacon; they boosted the income of the pig producers of the surroundingcounties; and they put Limerick on the map internationally. The social and health issues thataccompanied the killing and processing of meat in the centre of the city were indeed serious,but in the context of the time the factories were considered to be models of efficiency andmodernity. Behind the success of the Limerick bacon industry lay the entrepreneurial spirit oftheir founders and the business drive of those who managed them in the later decades of thenineteenth century. But other forces also drove the factories, forces which were seldommentioned in the newspapers or official documents of the time – the sweat and skill of thosewho worked in the bacon industry, both on the factory floor and in the many related occupationsoutside the factory gate.
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1921-1971 (Dublin, 1978), pp 353-61.42 Curers were involved in the production, preservation and sale of bacon; dealers were simply involved inits sale. 43 O’Flaherty, Irish Historic Towns Atlas, No.21, Limerick (Dublin, 2010) p. 36.44 O’Flaherty, Irish Historic Towns Atlas, p. 36.45 C.E. Goad, Insurance Plan of the City of Limerick, 1897 (University of Limerick)46 This map also recorded the presence of M. Kelly & Sons on Cathedral Place and Ed. Slattery on SummerStreet.47 Michael O’Halloran, interviewed by Ruth Guiry, 13 May 2016.48 Marie Madigan, interviewed by Ruth Guiry, 12 May 2016.49 Liam Foley, interviewed by Ruth Guiry, 19 May, 2016.50 The Primary Valuation records the presence of numerous store houses on Roches Street and in 1897 bothMatterson & Sons and O’Mara & Sons were competing for space with Bannatyne and Sons, Flour andRoller Mills. Denny & Sons was located beside the pig market and the Artillery Barracks, low intensive yetsignificant users of space in the city at the turn of the twentieth century.51 Ruth Guiry, ‘Public health and housing in Limerick city 1850-1935: a geographical analysis’, MA thesis,Mary Immaculate College Limerick, 2013. http://hdl.handle.net/10395/1977.52 Towns Improvement Clause (1847) pp.40-43.53 Nuisance Removal and Disease Prevention Act, 1855 (18 & 19 Vict. c. 116 & c. 121); Nuisance Removaland Disease Prevention Act, 1860 (23 & 24 Vict. 77); Nuisance Removal Act for England Amendment Act,1963 (26 & 27 Vict. c. 117).54 Limerick City Public Health Committee Diary Book, 25 August, 1911. Limerick Archives.55 Limerick City Public Health Committee Diary Book. August 1911, Limerick Archives.56 Séamus O Maitiú, Dublin’s Suburban Towns (Dublin, 2003) pp 85-8657 Public Health Act, 1848 (11 & 12 Vict. c. 63); Public Health Act, 1858 (21 & 22 Vict. Cap. 57).58 Sanitary (Veterinary Inspectors Order, 1909 in George T.B. Vanston, The Law relating to Public Health inIreland (Dublin, 1913) pp 1103-1105. 59 Agricultural Produce (Fresh Meat) Act, 1930, No. 10/1930.60 Pigs and Bacon Act, 1935, No. 24/1935.61 County Borough of Limerick: Register of Slaughtermen. Veterinary Office, Limerick City and CountyCouncil.62 Ronnie Long.63 Eddie Mc Manus.64 Ollie O’Brien, interviewed by Ruth Guiry, 2 December 2015.65 Limerick City Public Health Committee Diary Book, 8 March 1911.66 Limerick City Public Health Committee Diary Book, 8 April 1911.
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High Street in its near derelict state. The entire street was
demolished and rebuilt in the 1970s. The lean-to building in
the pictures shows Deegan Butchers Stall which was 
originally a full three-storey over basement house. The
Deegans, John and his wife, Mary Kate Curtin, were there 
until the building was completely demolished. The Deegans
had a long tradition as butchers in Limerick.  John Kelly is
listed in Limerick’s Commercial Directory in 1905 as a
butcher at 33a High StreetCourtesy Sean Curtin

CHAPTER 2
The Workplace: 
the factory and beyond
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Matterson’s 
men at work Courtesy Sean Curtin
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By the 1960s Limerick’s bacon factories accounted for the direct employment of almost sevenhundred workers, men and women.1 But they also employed many others indirectly – farmers,pig buyers, pig drovers, salesmen, shop assistants and clerks. Tony Sexton, who worked as anelectrician in Clover Meats, for instance remembered how ‘there was a huge maintenance staff.There was thirty-eight people in maintenance… We had two carpenters, …a maintenanceplasterer…’2 Outside the factories, there were also butchers’ shop and grocery shops involvedin the selling of Limerick bacon – McNamara's and Halls in Roche’s Street; Pat O'Connor’s atthe top of William Street; Ray’s; Maher’s and Cusack’s in Parnell Street, and a very large numberof small shops including that run by Hanna Howard in the old Irishtown, who was rememberedas wearing a shawl and specialising in the sale of backbones, pig's toes and pig’s heads.3
Pig BuyersThe number of pigs produced by ‘small man’s industry’ in the city’s lanes could not meet theconstant demands of the bacon factories, so a constant supply of good quality pigs fromelsewhere was necessary to ensure the continual working and profitability of the baconfactories. The pig buyers of Limerick city therefore played a central role in the success of thebacon industry, linking the farmers who produced the pigs with the factories that processedthem. While many buyers were independent, others were employed directly by the baconfactories to source pigs at fairs in Limerick city, West Limerick, North Cork, Tipperary and Clare.Charlie Quaid remembered how:4It was cattle fairs they used to go to a lot …. even though there was pig fairs… there was cattle fairs but there would be a certain amount of kreels of pigs… that where they would buy most of them … a lot of them would be inde-pendent buyers … our crowd seemed to be connected with Matterson’s fromthe time they came… [They would] attend the pig fairs early morning aboutsix seven o’clock and then they’d have their own lorries and they’d bring thepigs back into Matterson’s … Another feature which lasted until the earlysixties was the pigs that come by train and they land above in … Matterson'sbank up … near the walls alongside St. Lawrence graveyard.5
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Competition for the best quality animal was great, though it was often simply part of a healthyrivalry within families as was the case between Joe and Dan Quaid:There used to be quite a competition between them Joe and Dan there … Joewas Charles’ son and Dan then was Michael’s son … Joe worked in Matterson’sas well and they were competing against each other … Not in a bad way justa like half a crack like … they wouldn’t want a bad pig going in but they wouldbe trying to pawn it off on one another.6These pig buyers were known to beskilled, knowledgeable men who were able to quickly and accurately estimatethe value of an animal …. They ensured a high quality of animal for the baconfactories, checking that a pig wasn’t too fat or too lean, that its limbs were ofthe right proportion and the health of the animal adequate.7The numbers of pig buyers in the city varied through time and these fluctuations depended onlocal and sectoral factors. Census figures are available from 1871, however up until 1936 thoseengaged in the buying and selling of pigs were not differentiated from those dealing in cattleand sheep (Table 4). A closer examination of the Limerick city house returns for 1901 and 1911helps to identify the numbers involved in the selling of pigs only.  In 1901 for example, seventy-one people specified pig buyer as their primary occupation, a similar figure of seventy-six wasrecorded for 1911.8 In 1936, only sixty-two pig buyers were recorded for the city as a whole.The Pig and Bacon Act of 1935 led to a further reduction in numbers as it changed the way thetrade was conducted, removing the need for a middleman. This downward spiral in numberscontinued and by the early 1960s as a result of the centralisation policy advocated bygovernment the pig buyer was all but removed as a buttress between the farmer and curer. Thisallowed the factories to deal directly with those rearing the pigs and facilitated governmentregulation of the industry.9
Table 6.  Pig Buyers in Limerick City 1871-1951 (Census of Population)
Census Year         Males             Females               Total            Description1871                        85                                                    85                 Dealer/Sales Cattle, Sheep & Pigs1881                        145                  1                              146               Dealer/Sales Cattle, Sheep & Pigs1891                        136                  2                              138               Dealer/Sales Cattle, Sheep & Pigs1901                        133                                                  133               Dealer/Sales Cattle, Sheep & Pigs1911                        95                                                    95                 Dealer/Sales Cattle, Sheep & Pigs1926                        52                                                    52                 Pig Dealer1936                        62                                                    62                 Pig Dealer1946                        25                                                    25                 Pig Dealer1951                        28                                                    28                 Pig Dealer
Residence and familyPig buying was also identified as a key commercial activity in the trade directories. As thepurpose of a trade directory was to record and advertise the presence of a business, the cost ofadvertising may have been prohibitive for some and therefore many of the less affluent pigbuyers went unrecorded.  This may account for both the reduced numbers documented andthe absence and subsequent reoccurrence of pig buying businesses in the trade directories(Table 7). Athlunkard Street, followed by Cathedral Place, were the most popular locations forthese pig buyers.
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Table 7.  Numbers of Pig Buyers in Limerick City 1875-1891 (Trade Directories)
                                             Year                                   Number of Pig Buyers                                                     1875                                        5                                                     1877                                        33                                                     1879                                        44                                                     1880                                        36                                                     1884                                        13                                                     1891                                        11

Despite temporal variations in the numbers involved in pig buying, similarities in family namesand locations were evident. Ronnie Long explained how the pig buyers were nearly all related. There was the Reids – which was Paddy Reid a greatrugby player –  that family. You had the Quaids… Mickey Quaid, all his land isnearly where the hospital is now and Garryowen Rugby Club and all that. Andthe nursing home at the corner in Ballykeeffe, that was Mickey’s home… Thenthere was Crowes, the Crowes of Sixmilebridge, the present shop.  Tim Crowe,a very good athlete – Timmy Crowe the great – they were all related. Therewas Healy’s, the big house as you go over the wire bridge. Down on the right– that was the Healy family.10The census confirms the prominence of these and other key families in pig buying, includingthe O’Connors, Sheahans, Donovans, Haurahans, Murnanes, Hartneys, Kellihers, Quaids,Gilligans, Purtills, Hanrahans, O’Hallorans, O’Briens, Kirbys, Reids and Crowes (Figures 5 & 6).Pig buying was a male occupation and father-son partnerships were very common. The 1901census recorded the presence of seven such partnerships11 as well as five circumstances inwhich two or more sons were involved in the pig buying trade.12 The situation in 1911 wassimilar with ten father/son partnerships.13
Figure 5. Occurrence of Family Names in the Late Nineteenth Century (Limerick City TradeDirectories)14
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Front of J. Ryan's bar at Blackboy Road, 1963Courtesy Limerick Museum
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Figure 6.  Occurrence of Family Names in 1911 (Census House Returns)15

While pig buying families were located across the city, particular concentrations were found inSt Mary’s parish.  As McGrath has noted, the ‘main families associated with pig buying in St.Mary’s parish were the O’Connor, Sheahan, Reid, Murnane, O’Donovan, Gleeson, Hartney andGilligan families’.16 In contrast, the Hanrahans were concentrated in Roches Street, the Kirbysin Garryowen, the O’ Briens  along the Blackboy Road, the O’Hallorans in High Street, Purtillsin James Street and the Quaids in Nelson Street and the Upper Carey’s Road.17 Over time someof these families moved to new addresses in the city, for example the Quaids ‘started off inNelson Street and then they moved down to …. John Street and then they wound back up herewhen they got the house off the Mattersons’,18 however, for the most part, there was consid-erable residential stability. Traditionally, pig buying families were located on Athlunkard Street. In Bassetts Directory of1879, forty-four percent of all pig buyers were recorded as residing on Athlunkard Street. Thispattern was replicated in 1901 and 1911 (Figure 7). In the 1911 census, pig buyers wererecorded in fourteen of the fifty-six houses enumerated.  Many of the houses on this street wereoriginally leased by the bacon factories, who in turn rented them to the pig buyers. These houseswere ideally suited as they had long spacious back gardens which could be used to keep pigs.In 1911, twenty-seven piggeries were recorded on this street.19At the height of the bacon industry, it was reported that there were at least fifty pig buyersliving on this street ‘who travelled throughout the country, sometimes as far as Ballinasloe bytrain, buying for the O’Mara’s, Shaw’s, Matterson’s and Denny’s. The Hartys, Sheahans, Reids,O’Connors and O’Donovans were known far and wide at fairs.  Many of them were connectedthrough marriage and bore double-barrelled names’.20 Such was the number and persistenceof pig buying families on Athlunkard Street that it acquired the nickname ‘Pig’ or ‘Grunt’ street:  There’s a street down in Athlunkard Street, they used to call it Pig Street….all the buyers were down there…the Donovans and the Reids and all that…they were all pig buyers. They’d go down the country buying the pigs. They’dnearly know, nearly judge a pig [without touching it].21
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Figure 7 Pig Buyers by street in the Abbey and Castle Wards 1901 and 191122
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A second concentration of pig buyers was found on Mulgrave Street, Cathedral Place, Sexton Street,Gerald Griffin Street, Johns Square, and Roches Street. Proximity to the market and bacon factorieswas central to the choice of location for these pig buying families.
Figure 8.  Pig Buyers by Street in the Irishtown and Market Wards 1901 and 1911

A final concentration of families was found along Nelson Street, Henry Street South and the Carey’sRoad.  Ease of access to the railway, in particular to Matterson’s Bank running along the back wallof Mount Saint Lawrence cemetery, was a central reason for locating in this area of the city.
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46 A group of staff members working at the Matterson’s Bacon Factory in Roches Street c.1920. Courtesy Michael PhayerImage Right: Joe Quaid, pig buyer, on the left with his friend Jimmy Hanrahan, August 1941. Courtesy Charlie Quaid
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Pig buying and prosperity The majority of the city’s pig buyers lived in relative comfort, for the most part in good quality,single-family dwellings. Many were able to support large families23 and a significant numberhad at least one servant.24 They were highly regarded among the working class population inthe city ‘if for no other reason that the lucrative nature of their trade which was the envy ofthose who had to work hard for a living.’25 Their social position in the wider city was reflectedin the obituaries that many received in the local newspapers.26 In 1903 for example, the funeralof Michael Gilligan, pig buyer of Saint Mary’s Parish was attended by the Mayor, MichaelDonnelly, the local M.P. Michael Joyce and the members of the Corporation.  The Limerick Leaderhad previously announced his death by saying thatSeldom, indeed has any event called forth such spontaneous outpouring ofregret and genuine sorrow that which has been occasioned by the death ofMr. Michael Gilligan, one of Limerick’s oldest and most respected citizens.27In 1939 the Limerick Leader also announced the death of another member of a prominent pigbuying family, Mr. Charles Harty of 42 Nicholas Street:The cortege was of very large proportions and of a thoroughly representativecharacter.  The deceased was well known throughout the county and waseverywhere deservedly held in high esteem.  An exemplary Catholic, he wasa very kindly and charitable man and a sincere and upright disposition hadwon for him the confidence and respect of a very wide circle of friends andacquaintances.28The relative wealth of these pig buyers was reflected in the assets that many left after theirdeath. James Gilligan of Mulgrave Street died on 6 January 1898 and left to his widow Ellen£525 3s 6d.29 John Gilligan who died a couple of months later, on 17 May 1898, left £604 13s9d to his wife Margaret.30 These inheritances represented significant amounts at the end of thenineteenth century and reflected the relative wealth of the Gilligan family.31 
Pork ButchersWhile the term pork butcher can be applied to a person butchering pigs or dealing in porkproducts, in the Limerick bacon industry it refers specifically to those who killed the pigs andthen prepared the meat. It was essentially a male occupation and was closely associated withcertain families. In 1901 thirty percent of all pork butchers recorded were part of father/sonbutchering families. The Hartys of Mungret Street had five pork butchers in the family (thefather and four sons), while the O’Hallorans of Garvey’s Range and the Fitzgeralds of DollyHayes’ Lane had each four pork butchers in the family. Other prominent pork butcheringfamilies included the Ryans, McNameras, Griffins, Considines, Carmodys, Skeahans, Galvins,and Hanlys.By 1911 the percentage of father/son partnerships had increased to fifty percent (fifty-threefamily units) of all pork butchers recorded.  The Casey family of Dixon’s Lane had five porkbutchers in the family, while the O’Briens of Clare Street, the Foristals and Listons of Blackboy,the O’Hallorans of Garveys Range and the Braddishs of Watergate each had four pork butchersin the family.
Family connectionsSuch connections were vital in getting a job in the bacon industry. Becoming a pork butcherwas possible only for those with family roots in the trade: ‘it was like the Royal Family passingon a kingdom, because your father had to be a pork butcher before you could become a porkbutcher…there were fathers and sons obviously, and then you had grandfathers, uncles, first 
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Cornelius O’Sullivan,
Chairman, Pork
Butchers' SocietyCourtesy Jerry O’Sullivan
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cousins.’32 The workplace therefore came to reflect the family structureof the employees. In some cases ‘six brothers from the same familyworked throughout the different factories’ and this was considered thenorm.33 The downside of this was that family loyalties could complicatelabour matters:Hardly a week passed… in my fifteen years that therewasn’t a strike… because basically, there was so manyfamilies there… And if one family member got in trouble,the rest of the family intervened.34 One got – and kept –the job ‘by right’ as one’s father had done, a practicedating back at least to the closing decades of the nine-teenth century.35 For women, too, while a small numberresponded to job advertisements, the main way into workin the bacon factory was through having family membersalready working in the industry.36The importance of the family network was obvious in the way wages, inmost cases, were given up at home to help the mother with the familybudget: Any money I had I gave it to my mother, you know, andthat time now you would need a couple of bob you know…We always brought our money home to our mother… butthen your mother would give you back something, mymother would never take it all off us…she’d say ‘take thatback now’ or my grandmother was working there as welland she’d share it and she’d say, ‘If you need anything nowlet me know…and I’ll give it to you…37One woman who had travelled to England in 1961 remarked on howsurprised she had been at the number of girls there who did not give upany wage at home, but instead all lived in flats – a culture shock for aperson brought up in a large family where the children were expectedto contribute to the household expenses.38 But one’s place in the familyoften determined whether one gave up one’s wages or kept themoneself. Eddie, who was the youngest in his family, was able to keep hisearnings: O, I kept my own wage. Well, I mean, I was the baby andmy father was working. Everyone had plenty. Now, if theywanted something, naturally, of course, I used to give it tothem, but I had my money…39
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Ollie O’Brien, Jim O’Brien, Courtesy Oliver O’Brien

James O’Brien, Courtesy Jim O’Brien
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Family closeness meant a tight rein was kept on the young, especially in relation to those theymight meet at the dances: And we’d go over to the dance and we had to be home early. Go home late?You wouldn’t go home late that time…your mother would be half way up thestreet… ‘Get down out of it…get down out of it…’ We’d have to be in aboutbefore twelve o clock…and if we weren’t, my grandmother would come outup the corner to meet me… and she’d say nothing. But my mother might giveout to me… My grandmother wouldn’t, like, you know, cause I was kind of herfavourite, you know. She’d let no one say anything about you: ‘She’s alrightnow, she’s all right now’, she says, ‘She’s all right…’ All they wanted to knowwas who’d be the fella you’re with, like…who was the fella you were goingout with …and there’d be lots of them…[The mothers and grandmothers]would be going out to the corner and they’d be looking in the laneway [tocheck on you]...40
A man’s worldIn one sense, the Limerick bacon industry was predominantly male. The census revealed thatin 1901, of the 183 pork butchers recorded in the city and its environs (Blackboy Road) onlythree were female.41 By 1911, Bridget Turner of Athlunkard Street (probably a retailer ofpork)was the solitary female of the 271 pork butchers recorded. When women did findemployment on the factory floor they were concentrated in the sausage room or cannery. In1901, twenty-five women were employed as sausage makers, by 1911 this had increased toeighty.42 Three women were also employed as clerks in the offices in 1911, however for themost part the office workers were predominantly male (Table 8).  The same pattern seems tohave applied half a century later, one man estimating that perhaps fifteen of the forty officeworkers in Shaw’s office in the 1950s were female while another considered that a total oftwenty women staffed O’Mara’s shop, gut house and sausage department.43 In Matterson’s,which had moved into canning from the later nineteenth century onwards, the proportion ofwomen was higher: ‘there was a lot of women employed there in the sausage house, maybefifty or sixty women in the sausage house. There maybe could be more, and then the cannery...’44
Table 8.   Employment in Bacon Factories by Type and Gender 1901 and 1911
Occupation               1901 Males           1901 Females         1911 Males           1911 FemalesBacon Merchant        2                                                                     6                                 Management               2                                                                     2                                 Clerical Staff                21                                                                   30                               3Salesman                                                                                             4                                 Foreman                       1                                                                     2                                 Pork Butchers            17845                        3                                  263                            1Sausage maker                                              25                                                                   3Labourer                      13                                                                   16                               77Messenger                                                                                           1                                 Firemen/stoker         3                                                                     5                                 Engine Drivers           2                                                                     2                                 
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James O'Mara seated
with his great-grandson
Stephen, grandson James
and son Stephen. 1898
Courtesy Mark Humphrys and humphrysfamilytree.com 
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Much further down the hierarchy, among the poor of Limerick’s lanes, a young boy’s firstcontact with the bacon factory, apart from having a father or sibling who worked there, was infeeding the pigs or driving the family’s or neighbour’s pigs to the factory: ‘I used to hunt themup to Clover. I put a rope around their leg, my father told me, and they couldn’t run away onyou.’46When a boy finally got to work in the factory around the age of sixteen he dealt with the pigfrom when it arrived at the factory gate to when it left the factory as a ham or sausage. If hejoined the factory as a casual worker (as opposed to a ‘butcher boy’, i.e. the son of a butcher),he could find himself driving pigs from the station to the factory or from the lorries into theyard, cleaning up after the killings, or heaving sides of bacon from the butchering line to thetanks and back to the lorries – all tasks that required the physical strength of a man.  Theprocess began at the factory gate where the pigs arrived from the train station, various marts,or from the pig buyers’ lorries, to be counted and then stamped with the supplier’s number.47Then they were herded into sties or pens – usually with fourteen pigs in a pen.48 In some casesif it was really busy ‘some lorries would be outside on the road and they wouldn’t be able toget in, one lorry could be inside the gate and the other outside waiting to get in.’49From the sty, the pigs were sent one by one up a ramp where each one in turn was chained bythe hind leg, usually by two men. This work at the pens and the ramp required speed, skill andstrength. Because of the sweat and blood accumulated in the course of the work, most of themen involved were bare from the waist up. Joe Joyce was one man who had this really difficultjob of chaining the pigs, frequently chaining six hundred a day. Only one pig could be chainedat a time, which meant that the chainer had to be quick on the job – and the job was not overuntil the last pig had gone through:I was inside in a place, the size of this (around eight by ten feet) and the pigwould come in…ten would come in to me, in a special gate, and I was insidewith nothing on only a pants, no shirt, no nothing, put the chain around them,and they firing up on top of you and backfiring on top of you…ten every fewminutes and six hundred pigs then…50
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Athlunkard Street, Limerick. Courtesy Limerick Museum
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The pig was then stunned, the stunner being introduced in the 1920s and coming into almostuniversal use in the 1960s, partly through pressure from the Society for Prevention of Crueltyto Animals.51 The unconscious pig then passed on to the pork butchers whose tasks rangedthrough ‘the killing line, cutting line, baling, striking…various jobs with various names…’ Themost important tasks involved using the butcher’s knife and once you got used to handling theknife, that was the basic thing.’52 In fact, the handling of the knife was a sign of one’s skills andposition in the workplace: ‘You had to be a pork butcher to handle a knife, and [otherwise] youweren’t allowed to handle one.’53 This was hardly surprising, since the man on the killing line –the sticker (the man who used the knife to ‘stick’ or stab the pig) – had to be quick when hestabbed the pig in the neck in the direction of the heart so as to cut the aorta or main bloodvessel, the whole procedure taking a mere twenty seconds.54This was tough work: while there could be slack periods in the day, butchers, casual workersand Yanks worked extremely hard.55 It was no wonder one man remembered how ‘my fatherdidn’t want me to go in because he didn’t want me to do what he was doing, naturally, becausethe work was too hard, too messy…’56 This was echoed by Michael O’Halloran, whose father hadshown him how to cleave a pig but warned him: Whatever you do, don’t get caught for this job’, because his back was shaggedover it. And I said, ‘I won’t!’ I’d see him when he’d come home and his backwould be crucified, and he falling asleep – so I tried to give him a break onthe line.57
Skill and speedBut this work was as much about skill as strength. Whether in the yard or on the killing orbutchering lines, the men employed in the bacon factories learned their skills from those withyears of experience. There were three types of butchers in the Limerick factories – A, B and C.58A man started off as a type C butcher and worked his way up to type A. Some people were notqualified to do certain jobs, e.g. one could not slaughter a pig unless one was an A butcher anda young man who wanted to advance had to learn the many different skills with a knife. John
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Staff members jarring carrots. Courtesy Limerick Leader

Angela Joyce, Anne Fitzgerald and Kay Morrissey. Courtesy Joe Hayes A St. Patrick’s Day Float for Clover Meats. Courtesy Oliver O’Brien
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Tierney recalled one of his first mornings on the job: I think my first morning in O’Mara’s, there were five of us called up to theoffice, Joe Hayes, Larry Duggan, Tony Madden, Seamus McNamara and myself.Five of us were about early twenties and O’Mara sat us down inside and hesays, ‘I want to make top butchers out of the five of ye’, he says. ‘We know youare top butchers as it is, but we want to make super butchers out of ye. Weare going to spend the time on the job, and by the time I’m finished’ he says,‘you will be able to do every job on the line’.59This training by older workers was vital: they showed the younger man how to do a certain joband then told him to take over for a few minutes – the best way to make a person learn:When I went in as a young lad, say…I was with a man, he was seventy oddyears of age, and he taught me most of what I had to do…where butcheringwas concerned. He taught me how to sharpen a knife, how to steel a knife,saws, the cleavers, the whole lot… I was only a lad you know and Mick wasshowing me how to stick pigs. Amazingly…He’d stick maybe half a dozen pigs:‘There you are now…there you are – off you go…Hah! Stick a few now!’60This task required a quick and skilled worker, otherwise there was the danger that the stickermight get a sharp kick from the pig or, if the pig did not ‘bleed out’, that the meat ‘would all getbloody then blood.. so you’d be losing. It costs money…you had to take off the bloody parts, yousee…’61 This was echoed in the contemporary butchering manual from O’Mara’s which statedthat:in recent years there has been a steady improvement in the quality of pigsavailable for curing as reflected by the increase in pigs grading Grade ASpecial and Grade A. Having obtained the right quality of bacon pig, it isnecessary to ensure a high standard of butchering, processing and presen-tation at factory level in order to produce a product up to the requiredstandard for export.62
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O’ Mara’s Bacon Factory Courtesy Tony Punch 
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Once killed, the pig was moved on to the butchering bench. First the carcass went throughscalding water for a few seconds to remove any hair, before being passed through a furnaceand then sent through a scraper (for approximately six seconds) to remove the last of theunwanted hair. Then it passed to the butchering line where began another very precise andthorough process. Firstly, the carcass was opened and the belly removed. Things did not alwaysgo smoothly, as Eddie McNamara remembered:There’d be more times then, and you’d be opening the belly … and you’d hitan abscess. Oh! And it’d be as green as shamrock. And that’d go all over youand you’d come out then, and what had you to wash yourself with only coldwater…?63Then the breast bone was split and the carcase was passed to the next man to remove the pluck(liver/lung/heart/windpipe). Then the steak and lard was raised, which involved running theknife down both sides of the bone and lifting off the steak. And the lard was lifted by hand, andhad to be weighed. Two men marked the pig, a process which involved clearing as much meatfrom the back bone as was possible before the carcass was cleaved or split. Then the next manremoved the bloody pieces from the shoulder/neck. The head was then ‘rounded’ to loosen thehead from the carcass and the shoulder meat pulled before the carcass was taken to the scaleto be weighed and graded. Next the lard and kidneys were removed and the backbone was thelast item to be taken out before the carcass was washed out and passed through a sprinklersystem before going on to the chilling room. After hanging in the chill room overnight, the carcass was brought to the cutting room wherethe steak and then the loin bone was removed, followed by the ‘long toe’ (back bone) and tailpiece. The breast bone and neck bone were taken out and the neck end was removed to ‘square
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Dan McMahon, Michael Hanley, Con Considine and Patrick McMahon of Matterson’s. Courtesy Sean Curtin
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the shoulder’. The next job was to ‘start a pocket’, which meant that the joint between the bladebone and shoulder bone was broken and the short toe (front leg) removed. Then the blade bonewas removed and the sides were cleaned out to ‘clean the side’, i.e. get rid of the last of thewaste. Once the top of the rib was taken off, the carcass was injected with pickle to cure thebacon, this being done from the 1970s onwards by a pickle pump (also known as an ‘injectionstar’). The final stage was to ‘start a pocket’, i.e. stuff salt in the space from which the blade bonehad been removed – a vital step to prevent tainting. The sides of bacon were then passed downa chute to the curing room where they were piled into a tank and salt spread on the shoulder,gammon and along the side of the carcass. The tank was then battened down and filled withpickle for between four and five days, after which the meat was taken out and loaded ontopallets. Each of these different roles in the process was allotted to different people. If you ‘camedown off the killing line, you couldn’t go into the bacon house, the sweat would be running offyou, and you couldn’t go into the ice house dripping in sweat because you would getpneumonia’.64
Women in the factoriesVery few women were available to interview in the course of this project, which was a pity astheir stories not only confirmed the men’s memories, but also threw light on other aspects ofthe bacon industry.  Most of the women employed in the bacon factories began work at a youngage, usually about sixteen or seventeen and finished work after they got married, though othersstayed on for another while or until they became pregnant.65
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The sausage making department, Matterson’s 1961Courtesy Joe Hayes
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O’ Mara’s. Courtesy Tony Punch 

The sausage room in Denny's, Waterford. Courtesy National LibraryShop assistant at Richie Rays. Courtesy Tony Punch 
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Training the womenLike the men, women in the bacon factories were trained by watching what others did. ‘If youwere doing it, another girl would sit with you and you would show her what to do’.66 Womenwere mainly employed in the gut room where the contents of the pig’s belly were sorted andwashed, cleaning the livers, hearts and lungs which were wheeled down from the killing line’schute on a gut car.67 Susan remembered how the guts were ‘cleared out, and when they werecleared out then, they rubbed salt into them’, after which the guts were re-steamed, re-washed,pickled and salted.68 Her specific role was washing the fat from the meat:They would have all the pigs then, they would take off all the skins, and thenthey take off what they call the ‘mudgin’, the fat, and they throw it into a big,big, big tank of water and you’d throw salt in it, but that was my job then, I’dbe washing it around, washing it, washing it, and washing it and then... I’dhave to take out the plug and let the water down because you’d want to haveit clean, and all that was packed away and sent away.69Women also worked in the sausage-making room, filling and linking the sausages, but they hadno role in mixing the sausage filling, which was carried out by two male sausage makers froma well-guarded recipe.70 Women were also involved in packing the boxes to go down to thedelivery vans:You had loads of boxes you had to pile them up and you had to…take the boxesthen and put the pounds of sausages that’s wrapped in the paper and halfpound wrapped in the paper and I put them into the box then down at thevery end you had to count one pound, two pound, three pound but you getused to it then like…after a while then you know…71They also trimmed away the fat from the hams to ensure they were not overweight, vacuum-packed them, and worked on the scales in the factories’ wholesale shops that catered for localretailers.72 Others who were employed by Clover Meats or by Mattersons worked in thecannery.73 During World War II, Teresa Hayes, had memories of packing stewed steak in brineto supply to the troops, ‘and we would be putting our address on the box… so one of the girlsgot a letter back from one of the soldiers, a like a pen pal… telling us “thanks for feeding him.”’74Finally, there was the inevitable cleaning up. For one former O’Mara’s worker it involved goingup on Wednesdays with another woman from the sausage house to ‘scrub the big office.’75 Foranother the memory was of cleaning up in the sausage house itself:And then there was all the rubbish, then its cleared up you have to go downon your hands…well I used to do it…I don’t know about anyone else…go downpick all the dirt up with your hands and throw it into a bucket then and throwit out…76For all workers, the cold in the workplace was unforgettable: even Clover Meats, the mostmodern of the factories, was ‘very cold, wet, damp…like a big warehouse, like a two storeywarehouse… they never heard of a door…everything was in the open, draughts everywhere...”77For the women, in particular, hard work and cold ran through their memories – ‘You see, a baconfactory was meant to be cold!’ – especially in the gut and sausage-making areas where thetemperature had to be controlled.78 Two heating pipes ran through O’Mara’s sausage house andthe girls rested their feet on them to stay warm, while woman recalled how ‘the rafters, therafters were wide open, and we’d be working away with bags around our shoulders, and thesnow coming down on top of us, and we [were] frozen… and our hands would be frozen withthe salt’.79 The gut-house especially was constantly wet from washing down the blood while inthe packing area the women had to take the meat from the freezer and their hands were always‘icy cold’, so much so that they put them into a bucket of hot water to warm them up again.80
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Mary Ryan, from Garryowen at work in O’Mara’s. Notice theapron and wellies for the work uniform. Courtesy Tony Punch 

A notice from Clover Meats in relation to the appointment ofa new hygiene supervisor, 1971. Courtesy Jerry O’Sullivan

The interior of the killing and hanging house at Matterson’s. Notice the damp concrete flooring. CourtesyLimerick Diocesan Archives

An image of the Waterford hanging house which includes the logo on the carcasses. Courtesy LimerickDiocesan Archives
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Van Men and othersOutside the factory was another vital group of workers – the van-men – who were responsiblefor the distribution of the bacon to shops in the city and far beyond. One van man, Paddy Kiely,commented that ‘they [the pork butchers] made it and I sold it.’81 This appears to have been anenjoyable job in some respects, but it was also tough, involving driving across the country todeliver to as many shops as possible. ‘Postcards from Newcastle West and from Clarecastle[would come in]; people would send on a postcard and they would look for four hard curemiddles, a pound of sausages and three hams to deliver on Thursday.’82 Vans from the baconfactories delivered in Clare – from Lissycasey on to Kilkee – and parts of other neighbouringcounties:Besco supermarket, the Five Star supermarket, you’d have to fill all thoseplaces up in the morning before you’d go to the country to sell to, say, Ennis,Lahinch, Kilkee and all those places. You’d have all those supermarketsserviced with bacon and rashers and sausages as well before you left thecity...83
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Matterson’s Vans and their drivers, c.1920. Courtesy P60 Matterson's Papers, Limerick Archives
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It was not just a matter of delivering: the responsibility for money was a serious one.You had to be city salesman… you had to lodge your money…you had to keepan account of the stock…so you were jack of all trades...84On the other hand, money could be left in the van without it being stolen.Sometimes you would just hide it in different places…Today, I might put itunder the mat in the van, tomorrow, it might be behind the seat somewhereand then you could be “Jaysus, where did I put it?”85The vans delivering in western Connacht encountered a further money complication: localsoften used the dollar (worth about £5 at the time) in paying for bacon: When you were leaving the office in the morning, you had to find out whatthe dollar was worth…because a lot of the people in Connemara were gettingmoney home from relations in America, and they would pay you in dollars…this would be in the fifties now…and the other thing was road cheques, I’llalways remember.86
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Bottom four images courtesy Paddy Kiely, above, Paddy Kiely as a van driver for Matterson’s

A delivery van from O’Mara’s. Courtesy Tony Punch

Courtesy Tony Punch 

Courtesy Tony Punch 
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For those who delivered to Northern Ireland the job was complicated by customs and security:you had to have everything written up in triplicate to export your bacon outinto another country, another state, and you had to have everything signedand properly done out – otherwise they wouldn’t accept you and eh…you’dbe stopped by the army five or six times alright… to check your licenses andinsurance, checking had you any illegal stuff at the back of the van.87While it seldom involved the heavy physical work of the butchers and factory labourers,working in the distribution side of the bacon industry appears to have been more strictlycontrolled by the company.  The salesmen had to be able to sell the product in order to competewith other salesmen and with other factories – something that became more pressurised withthe passing of time. Rules were also becoming stricter:  at one meeting, the van men were toldthat if they were caught with a box of matches in the van or anything that was not related tobacon, then they faced suspension.88 There was little comfort on the job: until the late 1960sthere ‘were no fridges in the vans’ for the meat, and no heat for the driver. As a trainee, youngMichael O’Mara (son of the owner of the factory) worked as a van man on the run out of Clare-morris:I used to stay out in Teeranea. I remember coming home one night…but itwas one of these old vans, and the snow started to snow…a real blizzard, andthe wiper started to go…I couldn’t see anything…I opened the windowanyway [in those days you could open back the windscreen], and I drove, Igot into the factory in Claremorris, and there was a watchman, a gateman, itwas late at night…he was opening the gate, and he looked at me and he said“I don’t believe what I am seeing”…There was the shape of my head and theshoulders around me, the rest was frozen snow [laughs], and no heaters inthose days … and certainly no radios.89Tony Flannery remembered how in some cases:the floor would be rotten away with salty water etc.…You might need two orthree jackets’ he recalled, in case the first one got wet and you would need tochange it.90 You brought two, maybe sometimes you brought three flasks of tea, black tea.You brought the milk and the sugar and bread whatever it is - You wouldn’tget, like today, you wouldn’t get a garage or anything like that…but you couldget a cup of tea or make up your own. There was no such thing as a sandwich,you brought everything that you had: it was like going on an expedition to…the wilds of different places, really!  I often got a breakdown on the van andyou wouldn’t see a house for maybe two to three miles away… you wouldn’tsee a house around the place, you’d have to walk along the road if you got apuncture or get down, get out the spare wheel. If the spare wheel’s punctured[you’d] get out your patches, take out the tube….91
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Spin-offsFinally, there were workers who were notdirectly employed by the factories but whoselivelihood and the bacon industry were closelylinked. A man known locally as Mattie Spoonscollected from the factories the left-over bloodthat was used in the manufacture of packet atthe famous Treacy’s store. He wheeled a drumon a wheelbarrow under the gulley to collectthe blood, stirring it constantly so as toremove the clots, and then wheeled it all theway back down to St. Mary’s to make thepacket.92 Another man, Danny Cusack: had a horse and float, and he used toget the back bones and ribs, [andbring them] down to HannahHoward’s [on Mungret Street]…Danny was throwing back bones onto the float and would go down toHannah, Hannah would buy themthen…She had a big huge table, anda woman would get a backbone, andshe’d just break it in two and throwit into a bag, and that was it.93
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T. Mack’s shop. Courtesy Tony Punch 

English buyers visit O’Mara's bacon factory. Courtesy Limerick
Leader
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Shaw’s workers in the 1800s. Courtesy Pat Brosnahan

The Working day

Working clothesOn the job, the clothing required varied with the task. Office workers wore a suit, shirt and tiewhile those working in the delivery side of the industry dressed similarly to the office workers– to ensure that they were ‘presentable’ when dealing with clients. ‘When you were on salesyou had to be a little bit more respectable, clean shirt, or collar…’ with a white coat over theirsuit.94 On the factory floor clothing was functional. Women wore white coats over their dresses(‘not pants!’), a turban to keep their hair out of the food, and some remembered wearing theirfathers’ socks inside their boots or clogs in order to keep warm.95 The butchers wore a coatalso, either white or with navy and white stripes, though on the killing line some stripped tothe waist.96 All wore clogs, which ‘were great in the cold weather’ because they prevented oneslipping on the frosty ground.97Actually when we went up to O’Mara’s first, we got a pair of clogs, and yougot a canvas bag, you tied the canvas bag around your waist and that was yourprotective clothing… you would change the bag everyday...you put the old bagthat was used to pack the bacon.’98 There was an ‘old box in the centre of thefloor and the old clogs…if you got a new pair of clogs, you would just throwthe old pair in the bin.99

One of the resounding memories in people’s stories was the medley of sounds, the clogs on thestreets – ‘All the men wore clogs… and clop, clop, clop…that’s what you’d hear’ – and the hooter‘at the top of Clover Meats…the Clover siren used to wake everyone in Limerick at 7.45… It wasan old war siren…It would call everyone…all over.’100 Jim Kemmy, in an article written in 1990,remembered how:Many of the butchers came from the Garryowen, Pike and Pennywell area. Igrew up amongst them and knew all their families well. One of my most vividchildhood memories is of the clip-clop of the butchers’ clogs as the men madetheir way through the lanes and byways of Garryowen to the sound of Shaw’shooter.101
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Matterson’s men at work in
the hams section at the pea
processing plant across 
Lady’s LaneCourtesy Sean Curtin
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The HooterThe other sound most remembered in Limerick was the work siren that blew in the morning.‘In those days there used to be a hooter that went off in Limerick…at a quarter to eight in themorning’ to call all the men and women to work – that is, for all but the office workers, whoseday ran from 9 in the morning to 5.30 in the evening102 For the factory workers the length ofthe day was much the same for men and women, but varied according to the nature of the joband the volume of business. The hours were usually from 8 am to 5.30 pm, though the chainerswere usually in by 7am and finished at 3pm, since they had to wash down the yard beforeheading home.103 While winter was usually quiet, coming up to Christmas and during thesummer months from May to September both butchers and the women in the various depart-ments could work overtime from 6 pm to 10 pm – the extra hour from 6 pm being known as a‘banger’ while the four hours 6 pm to 10pm was called a ‘triangle’.104 In Matterson’s cannerythe summer months were the toughest, when ‘the farmers would bring the fresh garden peas…for the first three months you would have to work nearly all night to keep the machine going…because farmers were coming in…”105
The BreakThere were two breaks from work during the day: tea break was at 10 am when workerswashed their hands and had their tea, whether in the canteen of the more modern Clover Meatsfactory, the more primitive accommodation in the other factories, or even sitting by the killingline.106 At lunch time, which was at 1 pm, the majority of people travelled home for their one-hour lunch break, when a sandwich was eaten before heading back to work again. Everythingwas easier for the worker with a bike: getting to and from home was comfortable enough forthose living in Garryowen or the Blackboy, but trailing down to St Mary’s Park or Killeely wasanother matter: ‘You had an hour then to come home, we’d have to move from Clover Meatsand down into St. Mary’s Park now…all in an hour and back and get our dinners and straightback to work again…107 Marie Madigan was one employee who ‘had to cycle from Killeely, theother side of town at 7 o’clock in the morning, to the cannery’ whether there was sunshine, rainor frost when ‘I fell off my bike one morning going to work and went back up on it again…’.108The van men’s day was totally different. The advantage of ‘going out on the road’ was the five-day week – Monday to Friday – while until 1962 those on the factory floor worked on Saturdaymornings also.109 But the van men’s day was long. They arrived in the factory at 7 am to loadup the van, and were gone before 8 am when the other workers were only starting work.Michael Sheehan, who was the lead salesman for O’Mara’s in Limerick, remembered how ‘Weoften loaded the van at eight o’clock in the morning, and the van would be nearly touching theground with the weight of the stuff that was in it, and we’d come back at five o’clock that nightand there would be hardly nothing in it….’110 But for those on longer runs the starting time wasmuch earlier. Michael O’Mara remembered doing a ‘two day run’ through Connemara fromClaremorris in the 1950s.’111 Those doing the Limerick-Dublin journey had to time themselvesto get to Dublin for 7am when the four vans operating within Dublin started their rounds: ‘Thehours were unreal… one of my brothers used to go up to Dublin at three o’clock in the morning…with a truck load of stuff.’112 On the Belfast run, ‘you’d leave here three o’clock in the morning..,maybe two o clock in the morning, it would take you seven hours to get up to Belfast.’ Whetherdoing the Dublin or another run, most vans did not arrive back in Limerick until 6 o’clock inthe evening while others were still on the road late at night.  
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71Recipe for black and white puddings, P60 Matterson’s Papers, Limerick Archives
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WagesWages differed, depending on whether the employee was a butcher, a boy, a ‘Yank’, an officeworker, a van man or a female worker. ‘Boys’ – those under twenty-one years – who worked inthe factory were on a different wage to that paid to the butchers: ‘You were called a boy, andthen you went on to be a man’ and you got a man’s wage. However, some workers were paid asboys long after their twenty-first birthday, one man explaining how ‘You couldn’t get marriedon a boy’s wages. A girl would be better to go away and find someone else as how could youkeep her on boy’s wages?’113 For men, wages were broken down according to the three cate-gories of butcher, with the A man in the mid-1950s on top weekly wages of roughly £6.17s., theB man was on about ten shillings less, and so on.114 The men’s wages were considered ‘poorenough before overtime’ but after the 1950s they improved a great deal.115 For those workingin Clover Meats, especially, the supply of tinned beef to the US troops involved in the KoreanWar meant increased business with the killing of cattle as well as pigs.116 The inception of theIntervention Beef scheme,117 with three or four containers of beef being sent to the continentevery week, brought even more benefits to those working in Clover:When we started boning intervention beef we had money when nobody hadit. And you could be boning up to eight o’clock at night... Our basic pay wasabout forty-two pound but you could earn bonuses if you earned so manycattle a day…118Salesmen worked on commission. They got for example, a ‘basic pay of just say £100 or £200[a week], and after that then it was one per cent’ commission. For every £100 of product sold,the salesman got back £40.’119 Women usually got about £2.16s.4d for their week’s work, whichhad risen to approximately £3 by the mid-1960s and some female employees got a bonus inthe busy summer months.120 Office workers got a bonus at Christmas time, while some of thefactories had bonus schemes for the van men.121 Tony remembered how Donnelly’s [linked withO’Mara’s since 1906 and bought over by Clover Meats in 1967] had a particularly good incentivescheme: ‘If you didn’t take a day off outside of holidays, didn’t take a sick day or anything for afull twelve months, you got £100 into your hand Christmas week, plus commission and wages.It was like winning the lottery’.122
ConclusionPaddy Kiely’s story about the sorting of wages on a Friday afternoon summed up the characterof the Limerick bacon factory as a workplace by the late 1950s: We got out wages… on a Friday night. You just went up to the office, andJohnny Carey was the transport manager, so you got your wages. Your wageswere inside a five-ounce tin of peas… and Johnny just turned it up on thecounter… your few pounds or whatever, the whole lot, but you just went inand you called out your number. Of course he had it off by heart, Paddy Kielywas twenty-six, and this fella was twenty-seven, but the same tin was putback up again and filled for next Friday.123This combination of efficiency and make-do typified the bacon factories in the three decadesbefore they finally closed. Just as the wages were kept in improvised containers, but were alsoaccurately computed, the working conditions in the industry combined the old and the new.Despite the progressive mechanisation of the killing and curing process, everything finallyrested on the strength and skills of the men involved – passed down from father to son or fromthe older to the younger men and women. Though the physical work environment wasimproving as buildings were renovated, better facilities made available for break-time, andlifting equipment introduced, nothing could change the cold and wet conditions in which bothmale and female employees operated. And despite changing times and attitudes, the hierarchyof the factory remained, with a distinct pecking order which lasted until the business finallyfaded in the 1980s.
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1 Those working in pork, bacon and canned foods in the city totalled 655, with up to another 130 in linkedbusinesses outside the city bounds. Census of Ireland 1966, vol. 3 – Industries. Table 5, ‘Males andfemales at work in each Province, County and County Borough classified by industry’.http://www.cso.ie/en/census/censusvolumes1926to1991/historicalreports/census1966reports/census1966volume3-industries/2 Tony Sexton, interviewed by Ruth Guiry, 19 May 2016.3 Brenda Doyle, interviewed by Jackie Mullane, October 2012, Oral History Collection, Mary ImmaculateCollege; Michael O’Halloran. 4 In the late nineteenth century the fair in Limerick Pig Market was held on the first and third Tuesday ofthe month. On 2 September 1890, 1,200 pigs went on sale in Limerick. Pig prices however were on adownward spiral with the best ones selling as low as 44s per cwt. It was reported that all pigs werepurchased for the local factories. (Limerick and Clare Advocate, 6 September 1890). At the height of thedispute between the pig buyers and the merchants in the late 1890s, the pig buyers offered the highestprice at this fair.  On one such market day in November 1896, the pig buyers offered the farmers 36-37 sper cwt while the merchants offered only 34s. As a result, the farmers would only deal with the buyers.(Limerick Leader, 9 November 1896).5 Ronnie Long. 6 Charlie Quaid, interviewed by Ruth Guiry, 15 December 2015.7 John McGrath, ‘Sociability and socio-economic conditions in St. Mary’s Parish, Limerick. 1890-1950’,Unpublished thesis, History, Mary Immaculate College (Limerick, 2006) pp 172-173.8 Census Returns 1901, unpublished house returns, National Archives of Ireland, online,http://www.census.nationalarchives.ie/.9 Limerick Chronicle, 7 December 1963.10 Ronnie Long.11 James Murnane and his two sons Denis and John, residing at 18 Athlunkard Street with their mother andtwo sisters were recorded as pig buyers in 1901. By 1911, Denis was married and living with his wifeAnnie and daughter Martha in 11 Ahern’s Row. John was still living with his father, mother and twosisters in Athlunkard Street.12 Daniel and John Quaid, living in 43 Nelson Street with their mother and two sisters were recorded as pigbuyers in 1901. They were following in their father Charlie’s footsteps.  He was a pig buyer forMatterson’s and had died in 1900 (Charlie Quaid).13 William Purtill and his three sons, Edward, Michael and William, living in 6 James’ Street were recordedas pig buyers in 1911.  In 1901, however, William had obviously sent his sons Edward and Michael off tolearn the trade as they were recorded as pork butchers.14 A. Kirk, Data Visualisation – A Handbook for Data Driven Design (London, 2016), p.  174. ‘A word cloudshows the frequency of individual word items used in textual data or documents’. The words are sizedaccording to the frequency of usage in the Limerick trade directories.15 Ibid. The words are sized according to the frequency of usage in the 1911 House Returns. Census ofIreland, National Archives of Ireland 1911, National Archives of Ireland, online,http://www.census.nationalarchives.ie/.16 McGrath, ’Sociability and socio-economic conditions in St. Mary’s Parish, Limerick. 1890-1950’, p. 172.17 This data has been extracted from the 1901 and 1911 censuses.18 Charlie Quaid.19 McGrath, ’Sociability and socio-economic conditions in St. Mary’s Parish, Limerick. 1890-1950’, p. 17620 Limerick Leader, 26 April 1986.21 Eddie Mc Manus.22 The term ward was first introduced into the Limerick landscape following the Municipal Corporations(Ireland) Act of 1840.  These wards consisted of Abbey, Castle, Irishtown, Customhouse, Market,Shannon, Glentworth and Dock.  It was believed that the ward would be easier to manage and essentialfor the efficient governing of the city in the mid ninetieth century. Following the Local Government(Ireland) Act, 1891, the district electoral division (DED) became the unit of choice for collecting censusdata and corresponded to all intents and purpose to the ward boundaries.23 In 1911 the average number of children per pig buying household on Athlunkard Street was four,however families like the Reids of 19 Athlunkard Street had ten children, one of whom, Hugh Reid, wasalso a pig buyer. Michael Quaid and his wife Annie, living on the other side of town on the Carey’s Roadalso had ten children, one of whom, Patrick, was recorded as a pig buyer.24 In 1901, six of the eleven pig buying families on Athlunkard Street had at least one servant. Charles Hartyof 7 Athlunkard Street employed two – Lizzie Meade (30) and Hanora Bannon (12).25 Kevin Hannan, Limerick: Historical Reflections (Limerick, 1996) p. 275.26 McGrath, ‘Sociability and socio-economic conditions in St. Mary’s Parish’, p. 173.27 Limerick Leader, 17 August 1903.28 Limerick Leader, 11 February 1939.
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29 In 1911 Ellen was residing in 1 Peter’s Cell with her three sons and a daughter.  Her son Christopher hadfollowed in his father’s footsteps and taken over the family business.  They are living in a second classhouse with five rooms.30 In 1901 Margaret Gilligan was residing in 5 Peters Cell with her three sons, two daughters and a servant.They were living in a first class house with eight rooms.31 Calendar of Wills and Administrations, 1898, p. 175.32 Michael Lehane, interviewed by Jackie Mullane, October 2012, Oral History Collection, Mary ImmaculateCollege.33 Jim O’Brien, interviewed by Ruth Guiry, 2 December 2015; Ollie O’Brien.34 Noel McMahon, interviewed by Ruth Guiry, 29 June 2016.35 Jim O’Brien; Ollie O’Brien.36 Marie Madigan.37 Susan O’Mara.38 Brenda Doyle.39 Eddie McNamara.40 Susan O’Mara.41 Mary Carmody of Clare Street, Anne Skeahan of Conway’s Bow and Bridget Scanlon of Symth’s Row42 Only three of the eighty women were described as sausage makers, the remainder were described aseither labourers or workers in the bacon factory.43 Liam Foley; Jerry O’Sullivan, interviewed by Ruth Guiry, 2 December 2015.44 Stephen (Oaksie) Fitzgerald.45 Three of these were described as ‘pork butcher apprentice’.46 Joe Joyce, interviewed by Ruth Guiry, 2 December 2015; Ronnie Long.47 Joe Joyce.48 Michael O’Halloran.49 Joe Joyce.50 Joe Joyce.51 Limerick Leader, 18 June 1958; 22 October 1960; Paddy Bennis; Liam Foley. Some unsuccessful attemptswere made to use gas instead of a stunner in the 1950s but this was thought to detrimentally affect thequality of the meat and was discontinued. 52 Joe Hayes; Jim O’Brien; Ollie O’Brien.53 Stephen (Oaksie) Fitzgerald.54 Kerry Weekly Reporter, 1 November 1902.55 ‘Yanks’ were seasonal workers who could not rise in the ranks because their fathers were not porkbutchers and they did not get the overtime work.56 Noel McMahon.57 Michael O’Halloran.58 Michael O’Halloran.59 John Tierney, interviewed by Ruth Guiry, 5 February 2016.60 Joe Hayes.61 Joe Hayes.62 Pigs and Bacon Commission, Butchering Manual for Wiltshire Bacon, (Limerick, no date), p. 3.63 Eddie McNamara.64 Joe Hayes.65 Nancy Waters, interviewed by Ruth Guiry, 29 January 2016; Hilda Reddan, interviewed by Ruth Guiry, 29January 2016.66 Joe Joyce; Joe Hayes.67 Eddie McNamara.68 Susan O’Mara.69 Susan O’Mara.70 John Tierney.71 Susan O’Mara.72 Susan O’Mara.73 Marie Madigan.74 Teresa Hayes, interviewed by Ruth Guiry, 25 January 2016.75 Brenda Doyle.
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76 Susan O’Mara.77 Noel McMahon.78 Hilda Reddan; Marie Madigan; Susan O’Mara.79 Susan O’Mara.80 Hilda Reddan.81 Paddy Kiely, interviewed by Ruth Guiry, 14 December 2015.  82 Phillip O’Sullivan.83 Tony Flannery, interviewed by Ruth Guiry, 2 December 2015.84 Tony Flannery.85 Paddy Kiely.86 Michael O’Mara.87 Tony Flannery.88 Paddy Kiely.89 Michael O’Mara.90 Tony Flannery. 91 Tony Flannery.92 Michael O’Halloran.93 Joe Hayes.94 Liam Foley; Paddy Kiely.95 Hilda Reddan.96 Joe Joyce.97 Jim O’Brien; Ollie O’Brien.98 Joe Hayes.99  Joe Hayes.100 Tony Sexton; Joe Donnellan, interviewed by Jackie Mullane, October 2012, Oral History Collection, Mary Immaculate College.101 Limerick Leader, 11 August 1990.102 Michael Lehane; Eddie McNamara; Liam Foley.103 Joe Joyce.104 Breda McCarthy, interviewed by Ruth Guiry, 29 January 2016; Jim O’Brien; Ollie O’Brien; Hilda Reddan.105 Teresa Hayes106 Joe Joyce; Joe Hayes.107 Susan O’Mara.108 Marie Madigan.109 Ronnie Long.110 Michael O’Halloran.111 Michael O’Mara. 112 Paddy Kiely.113 Eddie McManus. A similar practice was also carried out in Ranks Mills. 114 Tom Fitzgerald, interviewed by Ruth Guiry, 19 May 2016.115 Jim O’Brien; Ollie O’Brien.116 Eddie McManus.117 In order to guarantee beef prices for farmers, the European Economic Community ‘intervened’ by payinga specified price for beef when the wholesale price fell below a certain level. John Mark and RogerStrange, The food industries (London, 1993), p. 264.118 Liam Foley; Eddie McNamara.119 Paddy Kiely.120 Nancy Waters.121 Liam Foley.122 Tony Flannery.123 Paddy Kiely.
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An office in Shaw &
Sons, c.1890-1910Courtesy National Library of Ireland

Authority and status 
in the bacon factories  

CHAPTER 3
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The bacon industry in Limerick had its own internal pecking order. At the top were the owners,whether the family members in whose hands were the privately-owned factories like O’Mara’sand Matterson’s or the more remote ownership of Clover Meats which had taken over theoriginal Shaw’s factory by the 1950s. But even in the latter case remnants of the old familyownership remained, Malcolm and Eric Shaw staying on as directors into the 1960s.1 In all thefactories there was a more or less uniform management structure – extending from theManaging Director downwards to the General Manager, Assistant Manager and Office Manager,and then to the various foremen or supervisors in the different departments.2
Managers and workersWhile memories differ as to the day-to-day contact between management and owners on theone hand and the workers on the other, it seems that the relationship generally involved acombination of distance and familiarity. One man remembered how, as a casual worker inO’Mara’s during the summer months, ‘You called everybody Mister’ while a butcher in CloverMeats remembered addressing (and still referred to) the managers there in the same way.3Sometimes the Christian name and the ‘Mr’ were combined: Mr O’Connor, the general managerof Clover Meats was often called Mr Leo, and Michael O’Mara, ultimately the owner of O’Mara’sBacon Factory, remembered the same thing when he began work there as a supervisor in the1950s: Sure some of the older ones used to call me Mr. Mickey – Mister! I rememberI used to shrink when I’d hear the ‘Mister’ but, I mean, everybody else in thefactory called me Mickey, I think.4If the bridging of the gap between those giving and those taking the orders was easiest in thesmaller factories, it also depended on the nature of the personalities involved: Well, they were all fair enough d’ye know. I can’t wrong any of them, d’yeknow. The manager, Mr O’Connor he was all right too. He was one of our own,like, you know.5
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The ManagementMatterson’s management were remembered as ‘decent people, they were very fair’, and DouglasLeach in particular was singled out as a really nice man.6 The key to good relations was respect.Michael O’Mara described the workers as ‘completely and absolutely honourable, honest, hard-working and dignified. There was just an innate dignity [about them]….7 Where managersrespected workers in this way, such respect was returned: even when the manager could ‘eatthe face off you’ for a breach of the rules, once he ‘didn’t hold it in for you’ relations remainedgood.8 In Clover Meats, for instance, Mr O’Connor, the manager, was remembered as ‘agentleman, and his bark was worse than his bite, if you know what I mean.’9 The management’swillingness to turn a blind eye now and again was equally important. Jack O’Mara, who wasowner and director of O’Mara’s until 1970, could remind workers that his eye was on themwhile, at the same time, ignoring some of the devilment that went on. It was easy enough toturn a blind eye when the rule-breakers were very good workers, as can be seen in this storyof two workers in O’Mara’s:He was fond of a tipple and he had a buddy that [was the same]. So on aMonday morning [when things were slack] he’d come up – ‘Well, how’s itgoing?’ And the two of them – hand in the pocket – and there was a side gate,you see, where we were working. They’d go out the side gate and up toMcKnight’s pub above at the corner for two tiddles. And they’d come backdown then and they’d just shout in – ‘Joe!’ So I’d be there working and I’d pullthem up –  there was a little gap in the wall where they could put their toe in,you see. And I’d catch the hand and ‘up you come!’ So no-one would be thewiser. So I was there one day and I was cutting up the sausage meat like, youknow, and next thing I heard ‘Joe!’. So I dropped the knife and next thing I gota tap on the shoulder – ‘It’s all right- I’ll get them.’ Jack O’Mara – the big bossman. Up to the gate – ‘Come on!’ – He pulled the two of them up. Neveranother word said about it.10

The office at O’Mara’sCourtesy Tony Punch 
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Col. R. C. Longford, Director of Matterson’s Ltd. Courtesy
Limerick Leader .

Brendan O’ Halloran at work in O’Mara’s Bacon Factoryc.1960. Courtesy Michael O Halloran

O’Mara’s possibly Richie Rays shop. Courtesy Tony Punch 
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The O’Mara factory was run on what Michael O’Mara called ‘Victorian’ values – i.e. a belief inhard work and the perfection of skills – values that were expected of the owner’s familymembers as much as of the workers employed in the business. Michael himself started off in1950 ‘in the lowest, in the hardest part of the factory, any place the people didn’t like, drivingup the pigs to be killed. I went from that right through everything in it. And … If something wentwrong, you took responsibility for it, you got up and you paid for it.11 While he considered thathe ‘wasn’t even nearly as skilled as any of the fellows in the factory’, his hands-on approachearned him their respect:He was a gentleman. He wasn't just a boss - he was like one of our own. Heoften came out of his office when we'd be short of men, take off his tie, rollup his sleeves, put on an apron, and he'd go up there and butcher. That's whyI always admired him. He was never frightened to get wet, to go mucking in.12This memory of Michael O’Mara was also confirmed in the stories of women who worked inthe factory: ‘He’d be all dressed up and he’d take off his coat and sure he roll up his sleeves andhe would go in with all the butchers and he’d be doing – he’d help them and all…’13 This positiveview of O’Mara’s management was also evident in Breda’s memory of overstepping the markwhen bringing hams to the railway station: I went up. I see the red carpet, walked up the red carpet in my wellingtons…I didn’t know who ’twas for. A hand went on my shoulder – a detective! ‘Youwalked on the red carpet.’ ‘Yes, says I to him, ‘I did’…‘Well you shouldn’t have.’ I said to him, ‘I’m doing nothing, I was only up to post off hams for O’Mara’s’,I said. ‘I didn’t know who the carpet was for.’ ‘That’s for the President, says he, ‘The President is coming in by train. Wehave a good mind to arrest you.’ ‘To arrest me, for what?’ He said, ‘that was there for the president and the president only’. I said – ‘Come here, says I to him, ‘What’s the difference between thePresident and me? If he could walk on the red carpet, so could I.’Inevitably, a complaint went in to O’Mara’s regarding the incident, and Breda was called intothe office to explain. Having heard her account, Michael O’Mara made no comment but shookhis head and eventually said: ‘Do me a favour – go back to work.’14
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Office staffBelow the ranks of the owners and managers there were four main categories of workers thatinteracted with one another to a greater or lesser extent – the office staff, the pork butchers,the casual workers and the women working in the gut house, the sausage making, and (in thecase of Matterson’s) the cannery. Between the office staff and the other workers there was rela-tively little contact within the workplace, though some of the male office staff, who worked inClover Meats, went down periodically to check cattle coming in and meat going out.15 Femaleoffice workers were certainly in a different sphere to those on the factory floor: one manremembered a few of the office women as being ‘a bit stiff ’ while some of the women whoworked in the gut and sausage houses agreed – ‘They stayed in their office, they never interferedwith us.’16 The office staff worked the same hours as other workers, and some did have periodic jobs inthe production areas of the factory but these office workers occupied different worlds to thepeople on the factory floor.  According to the 1911 census they lived in different areas of thecity to the factory floor workers – Ascot Terrace (3), Ballincurra (3), Colooney Street, Crescent(2), Emmet Place, Hartstonge Street, Henry Street, Henry Street South, Mallow Street, MilitaryRoad (3), Mulgrave Street, Newenham Street (2), North Strand, Quin Street (2), Quinlan Street,Richmond Street, Johns Avenue, Lelia Street and Wellington Terrace. They lived in large houses,with an average of eight rooms per house and a room density of 1.5 rooms per person.Furthermore seven of the twenty-one families employed a servant, again an indication of therelative wealth at their disposal. Culturally they were also quite distinct, as over half of thoseemployed in the office were either Church of Ireland, Methodist or Plymouth Brethern.17 Whilethis profile may have changed over the following seventy years, there is no doubt that they wereto some extent seem as ‘a different class of people. They were an elite crowd, you see; becausewe had no education and they had, do you understand? You mightn’t see it like that today, butthat was it. That was life – that’s the way life was.’18
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Matterson’s  c.1960. From the back:Marie Kiely, Nuala McManus,Derry Joyce (   ) Mavis Phehan(RIP), Betty Moloney, NoreenBuckley, Paddy Madigan (RIP)Frankie Duggan, SeanieFitzgerald, Breda Connors, LenaBlackhall, Helen FitzGerald,Marie Griffin, Patsy Tully;Dolores Curtis, MadeleneMcCarthy, Bela Brock, MarieGriffin; Joe Judge;Margie McNamara (RIP) veraMoynihan, Betty Galligan,Francis Duggan, DorothyO’Dwyer, Breda Viners;Carmel Viners, Annie Howard,Teresa Bourke, CathleenWallace; Rose-Ann McManus,Carmel ClancyCourtesy Paddy Kiely and JoeHayes
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Address and statusThe distinction between office workers and those on the factory floor was also reflected in theaddresses of the two groups. We have the greatest detail for the early twentieth century becauseof the availability of the census figures for 1901 and 1911, which show that pork butcheringfamilies were found across the city, but were especially concentrated around the railway station,in the Irishtown and around the Blackboy. (Figures 11 & 12).
Figure 11.  Pork Butchers by Ward in 1901 and 1911

Unlike the pig buyers and office workers, these pork butchers and their families tended to livein small and often overcrowded houses. In a 1908 housing report, it was stated officially that aroom containing two or more people was deemed overcrowded.19 James McNamara, porkbutcher, lived in 38 Back Clare Street in 1911 with his wife, six sons and two daughters.20 Apartfrom his fourteen year old son (Michael) who was a ‘telegraph messenger’ he was the only wageearner. This family of ten lived in a two room property, a far cry from the housing conditionsexperienced by those working in the offices. John McCann and his wife, four sons and threedaughters, were also living in overcrowded conditions in their four roomed house on CathedralPlace.21 Limerick, like other Irish towns and cities, had a major housing shortage. The resultwas overcrowding, i.e. more (sometimes much more) than two people per room, as officiallydefined at the time, until the public housing schemes began in earnest in the 1930s. But eventhen, the overcrowding continued, Joe Joyce remembering how, in his family, ‘there was fifteenof us born in the house…’22 Overcrowding did not necessarily mean either misery or poverty.Cramped conditions co-existed with close community and neighbourliness. As another manwho was brought up in the Blackboy remembered, ‘growing up in the Pike was a great place.We were all neighbours and we all knew each other.’23 
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Distinctions in the factory Such overcrowded conditions were experienced by the vast majority of workers on the factoryfloor, whether butchers, labourers, or women workers. But once within the factory there weredefinite status differences. Among the women there was little obvious distinction (apart fromthat between office and manual workers), perhaps because their numbers were fewer thanthose of the male workers. A few were remembered as trying to confine themselves to the hampacking area in an obvious attempt to avoid the smellier tasks in the gut house. Though suchavoidance was seen as a matter of ‘having notions’, individual memories suggest that it was duemore to individuals’ squeamishness about the smell and feel of the guts (something of a disad-vantage for someone working in a meat factory!) and to the intense cold in areas that werealways wet and draughty.24
Pork butchers and casual workersThe most obvious status difference was between the pork butchers and the casual workers,generally referred to as ‘Yanks’. The pork butchers were decidedly in the top ranks of the factoryworkforce. Obviously there was the matter of skill. Killing and butchering was a highly skilledoccupation, reflected in the extra five shillings on wages in the 1950s for ‘using a knife.’25 Butthe wage difference was less important a distinguishing feature than the issues of skill andfamily: even if there was only a matter of shillings between the wages of ‘a grade A butcher and[those of the] fella pushing pigs up and down the lane,… the grade A butcher would hardly talkto that fella… because he wasn’t skilled.’26
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Garvey's Range, Limerick, Courtesy Limerick Museum
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Butchering was passed from father to son, and to no-one else, which made it an exclusive trade,closed to ‘outsiders’ and very conscious of its superiority. As the saying went, ‘What’s thedifference between the Pope and a pork butcher? A pork butcher can become Pope, but thePope can never become a pork butcher.’27 The sense of pride in the craft, and of the right of abutcher’s son to follow his father’s trade, comes out clearly in the memories of one man whoworked in Shaws from the age of sixteen:When I went in they put me on this belly car as they called it. 'Twas wherethe bellies came down and you put them into a car and you brought themaround then to the girls in the gut house. I cried my eyes out, I did. This wasn'tme, you know, I just couldn't do it, like. So my father came down and hestraightened them all out, said - 'Hey! He's a butcher's son. Give him a job!'…So by the age of seventeen, then, I got man’s wages as they called it.28Another man recalled how he learned as a young boy how family connections were essentialto entering butchering:Mr O’Connor was the manager at the time, I went in looking for a job and…he refused me a job, like, simply because I didn’t know what the situationwas. I just went in and asked him for a job because… my brother said therewas jobs coming on in Clover Meats… I just asked Mr. O’Connor for a job…you know I was small and timid at the time, like, you know, you wouldn’t bestrong enough at the time…And when I was coming out, then, I met an uncleof mine outside the door and he said ‘Eh….what are you doing?,’ ‘I’m downlooking for a job… ‘When are you starting?’ ‘No I – he told me there was nojobs here.’ ‘Your family’s in here,’ he said… He went up to the office to seeO’Connor. Well, five minutes after, Mr O’Connor came down. ‘Come here, comehere,’ he says to me, ‘Did you tell me you were a butcher?’ I didn’t know whata butcher was. I didn’t know – you see, at that time your father had to be abutcher before you could become a butcher. My father had died when I wasseven, so I didn’t know, and my brother didn’t bother telling me that you couldgo and get a job.29As a result of this emphasis on skill and family tradition, there was a clear distinction betweenthe pork butchers and the Yanks who came in as casual workers either in the summer months(when boys were free from school and which was also the factories’ busy season), or as long-term workers in the yard and other areas of the factory outside the killing and butcheringlines.30 Though nobody was quite sure where the term originated, one man explained that itwas used for those who ‘were like Yanks – Americans – they came and went.’31One man who remembered working in O’Mara’s during the school holidays described a Yankboy as:…a boy that just went in. There was a distinction between that and a butcherboy. A butcher boy would go in because his father was working as a porkbutcher, he could rise up … to be a pork butcher. A Yank boy would never haverisen up...32While some Yanks had almost continuous work in the factory, others seem to have had as littlesecurity as did casual workers on the docks or in the mills – standing outside the factory gateon a summer morning, and hoping to be one of the twenty or so picked by the manager for afew weeks’ work.33 At a personal level there was no real division between butchers and Yanks:‘We all palled around together – we had fabulous times’34 but in terms of status within thefactory there was definitely a distinction. While the butcher who left the factory for a time,
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possibly to go to England, could hold his place by paying a reduced membership fee to the PorkButchers’ Society, the Yanks had no such security. Some of the women (probably able to look atthe situation more clearly from outside the ranks of the male workers) felt in retrospect that‘some people were not very nice to the Yanks’ while a former office worker remembered a jokecracked in Shaw’s: ‘When are we going to get the British out of Ireland?  As soon as we get theYanks out of Shaw’s!’35
Demarcation of workThere was also a clear distinction between the butchers and the transport staff. The transportmen could not interfere in the work of butchers and vice versa. One story highlighted the loadingand unloading of the bacon sides for transports. Four sides of bacon were packed together and they would be piled up againstthe wall…at night then, you couldn’t touch that until the butchers werefinished at 6 o’clock, or whatever time, and then we would back our truck…and there was a hoist then, you put the hook onto it, press a button, up itwent…but the point I’m coming to is, I could be up in that truck, at 4 o’clock,or whatever, mad to load the truck, I wouldn’t be allowed to load it. That wasthe butchers job…all I had to do then was fix it up on the truck my own way.’36 Once loaded, the bacon went to the station and into the CIE wagon. Once again, the demarcationbetween occupations was obvious: the van-men were not allowed to touch the sides of bacon,which were put on the wagon by the CIE workers:We went up there one day, there were two wagon loads of bacon, right, andwhen we went up, the order was cancelled, and we had to go up and take itback out. The CIE workers wouldn’t take it back out, it was we who had to goup and take it out, and by Jaysus, it was an awful job…a side of bacon wouldweight roughly 60lbs, wouldn’t it – there or there abouts?37While it was difficult for outsiders – especially in the changing times of the 1960s and 70s – tounderstand the butchers’ insistence on their special role within the industry, their attitude wasgeared to maximising employment within the trade:Everyone had their own job and you had nothing else to do. And if you hadnothing to do, you had nothing to do. But that was the way ’twas done, andthe reason they done that was to get employment in, you see. If the oneperson done everything, you’d have only the one person employed, but whenyou needed one for everything, you had twenty people employed.38 
Trade Union InheritanceThis was an inheritance from the labour tradition of the later nineteenth century when a newtype of unionism spread throughout Britain and Ireland, distinct from the craft unions in thatits focus was on ‘winning improvements in wages and conditions’ for unskilled and semi-skilledworkers.39 This ‘new unionism’ found ready recruits in the bacon industry in Limerick, Corkand Waterford as the butchers, who were conscious of their own particular skills but who werenot recognised by either employers or the traditional trades as being skilled workers –something that was reflected in the unwritten rule in Limerick that pork butchers could notwear a collar and tie going to work – a privilege confined to the sausage maker and foreman.40 
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The introduction of a new unionismThough the origins of the Limerick Pork Butchers’ Society are usually traced to 1890 – in themiddle of this period of the spread of ‘new unionism’ - the society was in fact founded sometwenty years earlier, around 1870, and had already made its presence felt in the city when someof its members were prominently involved in political debates in which the Congregated Trades(the trades’ council of the time) took part.41 The early Pork Butchers’ Society made its labourmilitancy felt in 1884, when bacon production in the city was almost paralyzed by a disputeaffecting Denny’s, Matterson’s and Shaw’s in relation to ‘pig money’ – i.e. a bonus of one pennypaid on top of his regular wages to each butcher for each pig he had killed during the week.42This was a very bitter dispute. The affected factories kept production going by employing somepig buyers and the firms’ clerks to kill the pigs, and so great was the resentment among thestriking workers that the buyers and clerks had to be given police protection. The atmosphereafter the strike was very bitter when (though the details are hazy) a large number of the strikerswere permanently replaced by other men who had resumed work towards the end of thedispute.43The reason that the 1884 dispute has been forgotten and that of 1890 has been popularlyremembered as the starting point of the Limerick Pork Butchers’ Society is that in 1890 thepork butchers of the country’s three most prominent bacon-producing cities – Cork, Limerickand Waterford – joined together to form the Amalgamated Pork Butchers’ Society. This bodysought the restoration of ‘pig money’, which was being eroded progressively by the larger baconcompanies that had been involved in the dispute of six years previously – Lunham’s in Cork,Matterson’s in Limerick, Shaw’s in Cork and Limerick, and Denny’s in Waterford and Limerick.44What evolved in 1890 was a complicated strike-cum-lockout as the new Amalgamated Societyand these larger bacon factory proprietors faced each other. The strike actually originated in

Matterson’s Staff. Courtesy Joe Hayes
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Waterford and Michael Sheehan, the leader of the Society men there, became the overallorganiser of the workers throughout the three centres.45 The newspapers of the day gave majorcoverage to the strike, and the public reaction was ‘mixed, with some arguing in favour of thestriker’s demands and others criticising the inability of merchants and men to negotiate asettlement.’46 There were four main issues involved in the strike. The first was the selectivepayment of the ‘pig money’ that had been at the heart of disputes in the previous decades,Shaw’s factory refusing to pay the penny on pigs brought to the factory by pig buyers’ (asopposed to those delivered directly by farmers). Secondly, there was a matter of lack ofuniformity in the wages rates and working hours in the three cities, Limerick, Cork andWaterford. Thirdly, pork butchers sought to establish parity with the craft societies which wereconsidered to be more skilled and therefore better paid and with better working conditions.Finally, the pork butchers wished to enforce a closed shop environment in which only Societymen and those with family connections in the trade could gain employment.47 On the other side,the bacon curers sought to equalise pay rates at the lowest level possible and aimed to eliminate‘pig money’ payments in all centres.48
Bishop and butcherThe resolution of the strike was eventually achieved through the intervention of the Catholicbishop of Limerick, Thomas O’Dwyer, who acted as arbitrator between the Society and thebacon companies. Local folklore among the city’s pork butchers today dates the settlement to15 August 1890, and stresses that the appreciation of the butchers for the bishop’s efforts wasperpetuated in the decision of the society to attend a special mass in St John’s Cathedral eachyear on 15 August. Up to the closure of the last bacon factory in the mid-1980s, this customcontinued, the butchers taking an unpaid day off while other employees in the factories went

John Fitzgerald, Pork Butcher President, making a donation to Bishop Henry Murphy, 1959.Courtesy Thomas Fitzgerald
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on with their usual work.49 However, Bishop O’Dwyer’s help in settling the strike was notwithout its downside, since it was followed by the side-lining of the original leader of the strike,Michael Sheehan who had previously been active in unionising the pork butchers in Waterfordand who had worked in Shaw’s factory since coming to Limerick. Once the settlement had beenreached and he tried to resume his employment he found the gate shut to him, and althoughthe other workers in the factory threatened to strike in his support, it is not quite clear whetherhe was re-employed.50 What went wrong for Sheehan is not quite clear. It may have been thatas an outsider he was never fully trusted within the close-knit world of the Limerick porkbutchers. Or his attitude may have been too militant for many of those he led. As their liveli-hoods (and those of their families) depended on a settlement with the employers, they seemto have been willing to adopt the compromise solution put forward by Bishop O’Dwyer.Sheehan’s experience was not unique. In a period when trade union funds were limited, and aprotracted strike meant hunger for those involved, compromise was often the most realisticapproach – though it could lead in the long run to deep divisions in the ranks of those who hadformerly been united. Limerick was not unique in this regard: five years later there was a majordispute in the bacon industry in Waterford when there was an internal conflict among the porkbutchers there in relation to the alleged breaking of society rules by some members.51They say that history is written by the victors, so the shabby treatment of Sheehan – ‘theforgotten hero of the 1890 lock-out’ – has been wiped from popular memory in Limerick whilethe (not undeserved) veneration of Dwyer has continued.52 The pork butchers conferred thehonorary presidency of their society on the bishop, the position also going to his successors.The annual mass on 15 August was a major expression of the strong Catholicism and traditionalsocial attitudes of the majority of the pork butchers generally: at the mass, year after year,presentations were made by the Society to the bishop (either a personal gift like a fountain penor a financial contribution to some important church project like the diocesan college buildingfund).53 It was not surprising that in the early 1940s when there was major concern in conser-vative circles regarding the spread of socialism and communism, Bishop David Keane, told thebutchers at their annual mass while men such as they formed the backbone of the city’sworkers, there was ‘no danger of ‘isms’ infecting Limerick.54 Such social traditionalism was aproduct of the time and the place. Limerick was a strongly Catholic city whose population weredescribed at the O’Mara factory’s centenary dinner as ‘a loveable and God-fearing people.’55Besides, many of those still active, or at least influential, in the Pork Butchers’ Society by theearly 1950s were old men, a number of whom had been present at the society’s foundation atthe end of the previous century, and they carried the attitudes of an earlier time into the mid-twentieth century.56 
The Pork Butchers’ SocietyMembership of the Pork Butcher’s Society was quite exclusive: it was confined to those whowere capable of ‘using the knife’ and – especially importantly – to those whose fathers weremembers of the Society. The main function of the society was the protection and support of itsown members, especially in times of unemployment. In 1893, for instance, when Shaw’sresorted to laying off butchers during a slack period, the Society initially campaigned againstthe lay-offs and, when these became inevitable, made payments to support those who had losttheir jobs.57 This prefigured the activity of the Society over the following eighty years: itcombined the functions of a trade union (defending the wages and working conditions of itsmembers) with those of a benefit or friendly Society (contributing to the upkeep of unemployedmembers and their families, and paying the funeral expenses of members who died). The porkbutchers’ weekly dues to the Society (between four-and-sixpence and five shillings per weekin the 1920s and six shillings by the 1950s) were lodged into a fund from which to pay thesebenefits. The ledger recording these payments survives for the years 1924-1931, giving us aprofile of the city’s pork butchers in hard times when the support of the society essential forsurvival.58 The high rate of unemployment among the butchers comes across in the number oftimes the word ‘emigrant’ was entered beside members’ names, and in the high amount of
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FAI Cup match in
Dublin in the
1950sCourtesy Sean Curtin
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Striking workers at O’Mara’s, Courtesy Tony PunchMembership Card of the Pork Butcher Society. Courtesy Jerry O’Sullivan

The working rules of the Pork Butcher Society. Courtesy Jerry O’Sullivan
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arrears noted. For the year 1926, for example, thirty-five per cent of members were in arrearsfor the months of January, February and March of 1926, the arrears ranging from 5s to approx-imately £9.1s.59 As the twentieth century passed, the Society continued to safeguard the jobsof those who had emigrated, ensuring that once a reduced membership fee continued to bepaid during a butcher’s absence, his job was available to him on his return.60 None of this, orcourse, operated in favour of the casual workers who, while they might remain in the city, stillhad to move over when the Society member returned from England to reclaim his job or whena young man from a butchering family looked for work.The fluctuations in the membership of the Society are difficult to make out in those early years.In 1892, directly following the strike, the Amalgamated Union had 562 members, but this fellto 519 in 1893, possibly because of a fall-off in the Waterford branch. By 1912 the Cork branchhad left the Amalgamation (though it continued to operate as a separate society), leading to afurther reduction in membership so that by the Limerick Pork Butchers’ Society had an averageannual membership of 307 members.
Table 9.  Pork Butchers’ Society Members 1924-1931.
                                                            Year                                              Members                                                            1924                                             387                                                            1925                                             338                                                            1926                                             325                                                            1927                                             291                                                            1928                                             289                                                            1929                                             282                                                            1930                                             275                                                            1931                                             269The Limerick pork butchers maintained this society until (and beyond) the closure of the city’sbacon factories in the 1970s and 1980s, but also affiliated with the Irish Transport and GeneralWorkers’ Union in 1921. Despite the break-up of the Amalgamation covering the three cities ofCork, Waterford and Limerick, the Limerick pork butchers maintained an active role in labouraffairs outside Limerick in the early twentieth century. Eight years before affiliating with theTransport Union, their society actively supported those locked out in Dublin in 1913, and, infact, sent a contribution of £500 to assist them, the sum being recouped by a levy on its ownmembers.61 This was the highest contribution sent in by any group, prompting Jim Larkin tosay that the name of the Limerick Pork Butchers’ Society should be written in gold –  somethingof which the members of the society remain proud to this day.62
Disputes in the bacon industryFollowing the big strike of 1890, and despite frequent brief stoppages of work, there was nomajor dispute in the bacon trade for several decades. Even when a major butchers’ strikeerupted in Dublin in 1945 (largely over pay and workers’ demands for extra holidays) theLimerick factories were not affected.63 The reasons for this relative harmony in the industrywere complex. Firstly, the Pork Butchers’ Society maintained a tight control over the workprocedures in the Limerick factories and had a definite and long-established procedure fordealing with disputes. The butchers in each of the three factories had a committee of nine menelected yearly by the butchers in that factory. These nine were divided into groups of three,each group taking its turn to negotiate with management when the occasion arose: 
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You had three acting … you’d have three for January, February, March, Aprilthen you’d pull back and the next three would go in for the next four monthsand the next three for the [last] four months… Anything that went wrong inthe factory, you’d see the people acting on the committee go into managementto sort it out. If that failed you’d look for your [Society] officers to come in;now, they could come up from Clover’s and Matterson’s as well … you’d alsohave one [Society officer] in each factory, at least one in each factory andthey’d come in …and if that failed you brought the Transport Union in.64Because the butchers were also affiliated with the Transport Union, major disputes that couldnot be resolved by the Society were then passed to the Transport Union – so that when theLimerick bacon industry entered its final years from the early 1970s onwards, both the PorkButchers’ Society and the ITGWU were involved in the negotiations.65 This was both a strengthand a weakness. It was a strength in that it was essential to have the support of a large unionbehind what was (in country-wide terms) a relatively small group of workers like the porkbutchers. It was a weakness in that the two bodies did not always agree: the Pork Butchers’Society was made up of a small and somewhat exclusive group of workers determined tomaintain the traditions of the trade, while the ITGWU represented a much larger proportion ofthe working population and, despite its all-out efforts to save jobs in the Limerick baconindustry when the crisis of the 1970s arose, it may have lacked sympathy for the traditionalismof the butchers.66How much the attitude of individual firms towards their employees (and vice-versa)contributed to either stability or tension within Limerick’s bacon industry is not clear. It wassignificant that back in the 1880s and 1890s O’Mara’s factory was not involved in the bigdisputes within the industry, while the larger firms of Shaw’s, Denny’s and Matterson’s werestrike-bound and – more importantly – were responsible for forming what was in effect a unionof employers against the workers.67 Similarly, as the bacon trade in Limerick neared its end inthe early 1970s, relations between workers and management in the larger concerns souredand bitter things were said. For instance, during a series of disputes in Clover Meats (whichhad recently been described by the Pork Butchers’ Society as ‘one of the best employers in thecity’) one butcher told a major management figure to his face that he ‘wouldn’t run a fish andchip shop.’68 In contrast, while smaller concerns did not escape disputes, the aggravationbetween worker and employer seems to have been diluted by a mutual acceptance of things asthey were. In O’Mara’s, where the plant and equipment had become seriously out-of-date bythe 1960s – it was dismissed by workers elsewhere as the ‘offal shop’ – the personal touch ofits owners was its salvation:  … [The butchers] would be going on strike because Shaw’s were going onstrike for something, Shaw’s because Matterson’s were. Then Shaw’s becameClover Meats and, jeepers, they seemed to be going on strike every week… Idon’t know – I had nearly forgotten about it! But I know it was quite commonthat there was going to be a strike, you know... but having said that, they weredifficult but they were the nicest fellas you could meet….lovely fellas, yeah!Really nice. They were kind of a special breed unto themselves. I don’t knowwhat it was – they were gentlemen, you know…69
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Laila Madden, Matterson’s. Courtesy Limerick Leader Clover Meats Strike. Courtesy Sean Curtin

Clover Meats Soccer Team 1953-’54. Courtesy Oliver O’Brien
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Changing timesBut with the benefits of hindsight, it might be said that from the mid-1960s onwards, the worldof bacon production was changing. For those lucky enough to be employed, these were goodtimes: memories of overtime and high earnings – especially with the introduction of the inter-vention beef scheme – dominate the stories of those who were young workers in the factoriesin the 1960s.70 But problems were building up for the Limerick bacon industry. Increasedcompetition from Denmark, Ireland’s entry to the EEC, and the changing attitudes to produc-tivity and work practices all competed with the rising demands of workers for their share ofrising prosperity – all reflected in the various disputes that took place in the Limerick baconindustry from the mid-1960s onwards. In November 1961 Matterson’s management locked outtwenty men who had arrived late for work – an unusually severe reaction to what was tradi-tionally considered a minor transgression: the result was a lightning strike by the pork butchers.This strike spread in turn to the other workers in the factory who, instructed by the TransportUnion, quickly returned to work.71 Though the issue was swiftly resolved, the incident was asign of the growing tensions between different unions and the swiftly changing attitudes andrelationships within the industry. Five years later, in 1966, Limerick bacon workers wereinvolved in the country-wide campaign among industrial workers for an extra week’s paid leave,a pay increase of £1 a week, and a weekly £5 non-contributory pension for workers who hadreached the age of sixty-five.72 In this dispute, where the Transport Union and the FederatedUnion of Employers confronted one another, about 3,500 bacon workers in thirty-four baconfactories throughout the country were affected, including the members of the Limerick PorkButchers’ Society. While the Labour Court decision was largely favourable to the workers, othercontemporary developments were less positive.73
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Clover Meats. Courtesy Sean Curtin
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ConclusionThese events occurred in a time when working conditions and production methods werechanging swiftly. Old firms were taken over by new concerns and modes of production werechanging: Shaw’s had already been bought over by Clover Meats in 1950 and Matterson’s, whichhad ceased killing and moved completely into canning in 1966, was purchased by Erin Foodsin 1968.74 As these changes occurred, the old structures and relationships within the baconfactories also changed. Therefore, when a major rationalisation scheme was introduced in 1971(but already mooted in 1963) to streamline the Irish bacon industry in the face of foreigncompetition, this was a major threat to the traditional running of the Limerick factories.75 Notonly did such rationalisation involve the closure of small firms – which had little enough impacton Limerick city’s bacon industry – but the work practices of the whole bacon curing processwere under scrutiny.76 This rationalisation involved a number of issues that caused concernamong the pork butchers but the two main sticking points were a proposed incentive schemeand the issue of whether the Pork Butchers’ Society had the right to accept or reject any bonusschemes that might be proposed by management in the future. While the incentive schemeissue was ironed out for the moment, the question of the Society’s role in future schemes couldnot be resolved. This proved a particularly divisive issue: some thirty of the pork butchers votingagainst settlement on these terms, more favouring (or at least not condemning) it, with otherworkers outside the Pork Butchers’ Society equally divided on the matter. There was also appar-ently some division between the Pork Butchers’ Society and the Transport Union, both of whichwere involved in the negotiations on behalf of the workers.77 The condemnatory attitude of thepress, local and national, did little to heal divisions. In the heat of the moment there weresweeping statements about ‘thirty workers putting three hundred out of work’ and ‘restrictivepractices that had built up over the years’ and more about ‘the appalling history of labourrelations in Clover Meats.’78 The immediate outcome of the dispute was the closure of CloverMeats in October 1972, and although O’Mara’s – which had not been affected by the dispute –continued to operate for another fourteen years, it was clear that the old world of porkbutchering in Limerick was coming to an end.
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CHAPTER 4
the social scene
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Much of what was remembered by those whoworked in the factories concerned the sociabilitythat went with the job. People who worked in thesame industry and who also lived side-by-side inwhat was a relatively small city almost inevitablysocialised together, with the result that their sociallife soaked into their work. 
Women’s chatsFor the women working in O’Mara’s Thomas Streetshop that sold to the city retailers, there was alwaysthe chance of a friend or sister dropping in for a chat– though if the chat went on too long there was thedanger of Jack O’Mara (‘Old’ Mr O’Mara) appearingwith a warning against the waste of money and time:‘Go on – put your hand in my pocket andtake it out altogether!’1Sometimes it was knitting rather than talk that gotin the way: We used to knit a lot, and Olive and Marymyself… we were three best knittersthere. And I remember my uncle’s wife,Breda, she didn’t know a needle fromwool! And we were inside one morning –it was cold – there we were and PatsyCallaghan and Breda came in and Marywas after leaving down knitting that shewas after – actually ’twas an Aran jumperthat she was after doing – and Breda tookup the knitting in her hand and she waslooking at it. And next thing the dooropened and Mickey O’Mara walked in. ‘Iam so surprised at you, Breda’ he said.Because Breda wouldn’t say boo to agoose. She was very quiet. And she wasn’tknitting at all – but she couldn’t say it wasMary Ryan. He gave out yards to Bredaanyway.2
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Shaw’s & Sons c.1890-1910Courtesy National Library of Ireland
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The tea breakThe morning break provided another opportunity tosocialise. When money was flush, the girls sent out forbuns or borrowed money for ice-cream.3 One womanremembered the scene in O’Mara’s:On a Monday then, after getting paid onFriday… the first thing we’d do is go up toCarmody’s [shop]… And he’d open everymorning about half past seven, and we’d gettwo Woodbines … If there was any of usbroke we’d go up to one of the butchersand… and when they’d see us coming they’dalways know we were looking for something,you know… ‘What are ye doing now?’ I’d say,‘I’d love a smoke… I’m short such an amount.’‘Here’s two shillings.’ Now two shillings thattime was like two pound now. And we’d goup and come down with the fags, withapples, and with a big, big bag of pennysweets. And we’d be all sitting down eatingthen, you know, the boys and all used to mixwith us.4For the men in O’Mara’s, especially on a Saturdaymorning, the break could involve a favourite meal thatinvolved filling a bucket of sausages with boiling waterand renewing the water several times until the sausageswere cooked – not a sizzling brown but a pale pink. Forthose accustomed to the dish, it was ‘the loveliest thingever - if you were dying from a hangover, it was the bestthing - I swear to God, ’twould cure you.'5 Newcomerswere less impressed, as was the lad who on his first dayin Clover Meats was offered what to him looked like rawsausages – not in a bucket but at a table in the canteen –though his shock was lessened by the camaraderie thatprevailed and the way he was treated as one of thegroup.6Whether generational divisions were bridged throughthe mixing at the break is unclear. One butcher (whobegan work in Shaw’s – later Clover Meats – in the 1950sremembered the younger men being ordered away fromwhere the older men were chatting – ‘Married men inhere only – no single boys!’7 But he figured that as timemoved on the old ways changed and the tea and lunchbreaks increasingly provided the opportunity for social-ising between different generations. ‘In the canteen atthe lunch break, we’d all sit down then … the gossip andthe craic! In would come the old fellas and they’d belaughing, and [making] a joke’ while one man remem-bered how the butchers were 'always up to divilment -the old fellows were nearly worse than the youngfellows'.8
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Humour ‘Ball-hopping’In a world where someone who ‘never smiled’ was regarded as odd, pranks and ‘slagging’ werea major ingredient of the social life of the bacon factories.9 Whether on the butchering line orin the gut house, there was ‘great camaraderie, great banter… they were the wittiest peopleever.’10 Practically everyone who spoke to us about working in the bacon industry couldremember the ‘characters’ who were there. There was the man who was ‘a terror for fibs andtall stories’:11Everybody had something. You had the serious guy, you had the joker, youhad the liar…Then you'd have another fellow - he'd be the brainchild - he'dbe doing crosswords and things like that. Everybody had a different thing...And you'd have another fellow and if you dropped a knife he'd cause anargument over it…12The interviews with former workers, both men and women, were full of phrases like ‘a greatlaugh and a joke’, ‘great laughs’, ‘ball-hopping’ and ‘slagging’.13 Favourite targets were the schoolgroups (especially girls) that came to the factory on educational visits or to collect animalorgans for dissection in biology classes. Joe Hayes remembered how:I was at work one day with Mick when I was a young fellow and lads came in,young girls actually, and they were doing a thesis on this, and they werestanding and they were looking up at us at work. And Mick stuck a pig, yousee, and he turned around and he looked down and he got the knife like thatand [he pretended to lick it]- he didn’t actually lick the knife but they thoughthe was licking it!14 The youngsters - sure they were gone like that!Michael O’Halloran had a similar story: We had girls coming in from the Presentation. They were doing biology. Sothey came looking for a heart, and they came looking for the eyeballs. So Iwent up, anyway. My boss, Mikie Callaghan – Yawnie –he says ‘Holly, will youget them a few eyes and put them into a bag.’ ‘I will of course’ says I. So I wentup and took the eyes out of the pigs and put them into a small little bag andI put two in my hand. And the girl was there. She said – ‘Did you get me theeyes’. ‘They’re in there… and here’s something for yourself’ and I gave her thetwo eyes and they poppin’…you should see her roaring and she ran for it.’15
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‘Playing Molly Bawn’‘Getting a rise’ out of fellow workers was an ever present opportunity and newcomers werefair game. If a new girl arrived, ‘you’d play Molly Bawn on her’ with the usual requests to go for‘a bucket of steam’. Things could go too far – one girl fainted when fooled into salting thecarcases rather than the guts, and another had eventually to be rescued by a supervisor fromthe constant pranks of other workers.16 But even established workers could become the targetsof the ‘few stunts’. The occasional concrete block was packed into the boxes of lard that werepassed down the slide for loading; pieces of fat were pegged at another unsuspecting butcheron the cutting line, or were pushed into a smouldering cigarette butt and popped onto theconveyor so that the whole place reeked with the smell of burning fat.17 ‘Mixer’ Galvin, who stillsmoked a clay pipe in the 1950s:used to leave his pipe up on the tray. And some of the wise guys got it out andtook out the tobacco and put nitrite (saltpetre) into it. And your man comesdown - I witnessed this actually - and lit his pipe ... and the next think - woosh- the flame would go up ... and we were all watching him - just a little flameevery now and then when he'd hit a piece of nitrite...18 Some of the women making the sausages remembered being locked into the cloakroom by themen from the butchering and curing departments and the keys thrown out of reach onto a roof,while another woman was trussed up in a sack on her last day at work before her wedding.19Some of the carry-on was simply verbal: a man was guaranteed a blackguarding ‘if they heardyou had broken up with your girlfriend…’ while during the gutting process some of the girls‘would be holding the pig’s tail and they’d get an awful ragging for doing that!’20 The men inthe factory were not the only ones to look out for. Messenger boys were noted for their capacityto get the mischief going and then disappear, leaving someone else to carry the can, as two girlsworking in O’Mara’s shop remembered:The messenger boys would come in. And they'd be fool-acting - pushing eachother around the place … the snow was thick outside the door and they camein, anyway, and they started throwing snowballs at one another. Next theyrounded on the two of us and started hitting us with the snowballs and wewere screaming, and Mickey O'Mara came down and kicked up murder. 'I wason the phone', he said to us, 'to such-and-such a fellow in London for an hour,and they can hear ye screaming' he said, 'over in London.' And we weresoaking wet and they [the messenger boys] were gone, of course...21
NicknamesBut the men did not have it all their own way. Some of the girls in O’Mara’s gut house specialisedin ‘taking the mickey’ out of one worker by constantly calling down to him and addressing himas ‘love’, while another, aggravated by one man’s slowness in delivering the salt, gave him anickname that outlasted the bacon factory by thirty years: ‘I turned round and said – “Aboo,we’re waiting for the bloody salt. Are you asleep?” The name stuck then. Up to the present he’scalled Aboo.’22 Such nicknames were part of a close-knit society where duplication of firstnames within families could cause confusion (there might be four Johns within three genera-tions of a family)23 and where everyone’s characteristics, family connections and latest activitieswere on full view every hour of every working day – ‘If you sneezed in Clover Meats, they'dhear about it in O'Mara’s.'24 Girls sometimes inherited some version of their father’s nickname,but nicknames were generally applied to men rather than to women. 'Everybody had anickname - from the oldest to the youngest’ and the variety was endless - Yaka, Miko, Yawnie,Buller, the Divil, Holly, Cake Bread, Bottle, Barney, Flintstone, Logger, Lappa, Tasty, Timmy-Boy,Chicken, Twiddles, the Guard, the Quiet Man… Even Michael O’Mara, the owner of the factory,
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was known as ‘the Furnace’ since, as one man remembered it, ‘you could see the fire in his eyes’if he was pushed too far.25 And no offence was taken: 'You’d get names, you see, and you'd answer to anything, and it didn’t botheryou. You wouldn’t be saying “What?” Off you’d go and that was it…'26Though the ‘head men’ – despite the use of nicknames – were seldom the deliberate target ofthe pranksters, nobody was immune. There were stories about fooling good-natured super-visors into giving off-time or a financial hand-out through spinning totally creative tales ofhaving a new baby at home or (in the case of one man in Clover Meats) of ditching the drink totake up fishing:He went up to Mr O’Connor this day and he was badly stuck for the price ofthe few pints. 'Mr O'Connor', he says, 'I want to borrow a tenner.''For what, Christy?'Now Christy was great worker - one of the best I ever worked with... 'I'm going fishing', he says to him. So Mr O'Connor says to him - 'Go in there to Mr Hurley' - he was the moneyman - 'and tell him I said to give you the tenner, and by the same token,Christy', he says, 'the first fish you catch, bring it back to me.' 'Mr Leo', he says, 'You're the first fish I caught.'27
Singing, sport and drinking

Sing-SongsIf wit shortened the day and lightened the task, so did singing. Singing was everywhere: ‘Iremember them singing above in my own house. The neighbours would come in, and that’swhat it was all about’.28 In the factory there was even singing on the killing line (small comfortto the pigs) and coming up to Christmas the place resounded to ‘Jingle Bells’ and the like.29 Onthe cutting line (where carcasses were boned and prepared for curing) one man would strikeup a song of the day and as the others joined in, passers-by in the street got the full benefit ofthe performance:A chap went into the office one day, he was passing up Thomas Street. Andthe cutting line was at that end of the building, like, upstairs. And he went upto Mickey O’Mara’s office and wanted to know if there was a party going on.We were all above, working away, singing away, and he thought there was aparty going on inside.30The taste in music was broad – any songs popular at the time , ranging from the Eurovisionsongs of the year to numbers like ‘The Volga Boatman’ popularised by Glenn Miller and hisorchestra in the 1940s.31 For the women working in the gut or sausage house singing was anequally effective way to get through the work – ‘We learned every song that was going’ – andwhen things were quiet in Matterson’s canning room and the girls moved to the sausage line,their singing of Nat King Cole’s ‘Too Young’ could be heard in the butchering department.32Singing did not stay within the factory: names like Mick Fahy and Gerry Madigan werementioned as wonderful singers, on demand for social occasions outside the factory. Othersentered public talent competitions, especially ‘Tops of the Town’ held in St John’s Pavilion inthe 1960s and later in the hall of the CBS in Sexton Street, in which the main group from thebacon factories was Matterson’s appropriately named ‘Rasher Revellers.’33
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Courtesy Oliver O’Brien

O’Mara’s soccer team. Courtesy Tony Punch

Dennis Keogh, Dave Ahearne, Tom McAvoy, Tommy Wallace, Brian Liston, Tony Shepard,Jerry O’Sullivan. Courtesy Joe Hayes

O’Mara’s soccer team. Courtesy Tony Punch

Matterson’s, winners of the inter-firm league, 1966. Courtesy Paddy Bennis and Tom Fitzgerald
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Sporting activitiesOther factory-linked outside activities were also remembered. At one level were the clericalstaff of Clover Meats who were invited to play tennis at the house of one of the firm’s director’sEric Shaw, on South Circular Road, while at one stage in the early 1950s Matterson’s had aladies’ badminton team that played in competitions throughout Munster.34 Most work-relatedsports activities, however, were a male concern (as one woman put it, ‘We wouldn’t have enoughmoney to buy a bat!’). For the men, these activities helped not only to sharpen sporting compe-tition between different factories, but bridged the gap between butchers, yanks and officeworkers, representatives of all groups playing together on the same teams.35 An inter-firm rugbytournament was organised in 1953 as part of An Tóstal, a celebration of  Irish life and sport, inwhich Shaws fielded a team.36 Inter-firm soccer figured prominently (there were two CloverMeats teams) as well as football and hurling in which the factories competed with each otherand with clubs from other firms like the ESB, Spaights, and even the army.37 The funniestmemories, however, related to the Tug-O’-War team. Here the pork butchers, their muscles wellexercised from their work, were particularly successful, and almost fifty years later were still‘slagging’ less able opponents who could hardly ‘pull a spoon out of pandy.’38
The pubThe public house figured prominently in the bacon factory workers’ memories of socialising.Urban folklore in Limerick says that the work in the factories was so hard – and in the curingarea involved working with such large quantities of salt – that men were bound to be thirsty.39While this story was not mentioned by any of those whose memories we recorded, there is nodoubt that among the men, drinking was part of the culture of both work and leisure: as oneman put it, the bacon factory workers were ‘great characters, great drinkers, great workers.’40This certainly had its downside, meaning that the factories ‘now and again would be short oflabour…the butchers were fond of drink and a lot of them wouldn’t be around on a Mondaymorning.’41Michael O’Mara remembered the consternation caused in the 1950s in the factories by a hikein drink prices:I remember once the pint of Guinness went from one shilling and two-penceto one shilling and sixpence. And the whole discussion in the factory thatmorning was 'Never again!' They would never touch a pint again. There wasno way they were going to pay one-and-sixpence for a pint, you know. Andhere was poor old Mixer. And he was about seventy years of age at the time,and he puffing the pipe all the time and he was listening to them all. He tookout the pipe, anyway, and he put it down, and he said - 'Do you knowsomething - I'll follow it to a pound and I'll give it up then.' In other words, hegave himself about forty years because if it was one-and-sixpence it'd take atleast thirty or forty years to reach a pound.42Others remembered especially fondly the visit to the pub when work finished on a Friday, orhow the closure of the factory for the short Christmas break was marked by a longstandingtradition among the older men of heading for the snug in John Ryan’s pub on Roche’s Street.43Lady Day, 15 August, the traditional free day for the pork butchers was spent, following themass in St John’s, in Jerry O’Dea’s pub on Mulgrave Street.44 This public house was in some waysthe social centre of the bacon factories. The pork butchers were the first to patronise the newlounge there when it opened in the early 1970s and this is where workers went to mark theclosing of the Clover Meats factory in 1977.45 It was also – along with Ryan’s and the Horse andHound on Mulgrave Street – where O’Mara’s thirsty workers (like the men that Jack O’Marahelped back in over the wall) went for ‘a beano’ or quick drink during the working day.O’Leary’s, Burke’s and Butler’s pubs around Dominick Street were the main recourse of the
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Clover Meat workers, so much so that one man working on the back gate of the factory wasfrequently sent out by the foreman to fetch them back to work. For O’Mara’s workers,McKnight’s was one of the favourites, as was ‘Bilko’s’ in Foxes Bow, where a boy was sent acrossto bring back a pint for those in need of it, or where men slipped out on Monday morning for a‘curer’.46 The women who worked in the shop at O’Mara’s had memories of their immediatesupervisor (whose hair was fairly sparse) periodically slipping out, as he put it, for ‘a haircut’.‘What hair, Mikie? Oh, the bit at the back.’47For others workers the form of sociability was different, though the centrality of the publichouse and sport was equally evident in the lives of the pig buyers. Charlie Quaid, thinking ofhis own experience and the stories passed on by his uncles (all pig buyers), described the gath-erings of pig buyers on the nights before the pig fairs when a strong sense of camaraderiedeveloped: The Gores, they were from Waterford, now I know some of the Cork people,in rugby, and there’s one of them there, but Noel Murphy people were in CorkRugby, they were pig buyers as well from Cork…well involved, they would allbook into the same place …. these nights away … before the fairs, were sortof rousing affairs, you get all the pig buyers from … in the one boarding house… the crack was good like.48For the van-men the work-linked sociability was different again: it involved building up friend-ships with the shopkeepers to whom they delivered supplies over a long period:You were meeting people daily; you heard their trials and tribulations, theirwoes and – Saw people, generations grow up alongside you. You’d call into ashop – there’d be a new born baby there and before you’d leave he’d be, what,going to college or something…The kids would be grown up round the place.It was nice to see – it was lovely to see…49
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Customers at Richie Rays shop off RochesStreet. Courtesy Tony Punch
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The annual socialThere were certain memories of sociability shared by women and men. The annual social inthe National Hotel or the Shannon Arms ‘were great craic altogether – we’d have a right sessionthen.’ So were the retirement parties at which women retiring were presented with a silver teaservice and men with a wallet of notes.50 In a small world where the family and neighbourhoodnetwork had helped people to get a job in the factories in the first place, both men and womenremembered how workplace and neighbourhood together provided opportunities for social-ising. While the pig buyers, who travelled through the countryside in the course of their work,married girls from county Limerick and from Tipperary and Clare, bacon factory workers’marriages were with other locals whom they had met in the factory or dancehall, but who wereusually known to them beforehand as the son or daughter of a neighbour or even of anotherbacon factory worker. The stories were full of memories like – ‘I met my wife there as well'; ‘Imet my husband there - but we didn't speak to one another in the factory!’; ‘I met my wife inthe sausage house. We were introduced by her supervisor.’51
Excursions, pictures and dancesBut generally women’s memories of sociability outside the workplace were different to thoseof the male workers. There were some stories of day excursions to Doonass on Jimmy Davis’horse and car (‘a float, we used to call it’), or later of bus tours to Galway or, during the annualtwo week’s holidays, day trips to Ballybunion or Lahinch: ‘then once we done our work, weused to have lovely days out at the seaside. We used to have a bus and the whole lot of us wouldgo down to Ballybunion for the day and come back that night…52 But ‘that was about the sizeof it’. Most leisure time was spent within the city. A major focus was on Jack Bourke’s CityTheatre and the Crescent Theatre– ‘there’d be shows on up there, all the big shows “Oklahoma”and all those’ – or the films at the Lyric, the Royal, the Carlton, and the Savoy where ticketscould be booked in advance. In a way, the cinema and the workplace merged with one another:on Monday morning at the break the story of the film was told to those who had not seen it –more time wasting! – so that the supervisor had to threaten – ‘If ye don’t get back to work… I’llgive ye your cards and ye can good-time at the Labour!’53
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A bit of dancingDancing rounded off the amusement on Sunday night: We’d often go to the dancehalls, as sixteen year olds we’d go mad, with JoeDolan, you know, and you’d love to see him…Come Friday night you’d get yourwages and you’d be all excited, you going out to the hop. Half-crown to getinto the dancehall, the Jetland. Joe Dolan, he was brilliant, honest… Joe Dolanwith the white suit…  And you had Dickie Rock, and we all excited waiting togo in.54‘I used be killed out from dancing!’, was how one woman put it, either in Todsie’s on Mary Street,or the céilís in St John’s Pavilion with music provided by the McDonagh, St. Patrick’s orDalcassian Céilí Bands.55 One of the attractions of the dances and céilís was the possibility of aspot prize, as one lady particularly remembered:I remember I was at a dance in St John’s one night and …’twas coming up toChristmas time, you see, and it was one of those [dances with the] spot prizes,and your man... would say ‘Now, take four steps to the right, and your manwould walk and say ‘Take four steps to the left’ and the couple nearest him[would get the prize]. And Frank followed him and dragged me with him –and we got the prize! I was mortified! … I think ’twas bath cubes...56
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O’Mara’s Staff. Courtesy Tony Punch114
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The beauty fixBeauty and fashion figured prominently in the women’smemories. Those who had worked in the lard loft remem-bered how ‘they used to say the lard would be great for yourhands, and we’d be rubbing it in…!’57 Unsurprisingly, then,much of their money – or, rather, what they got back fromtheir parents after ‘handing over’ their wages – was saved forclothes and makeup. Panstick, which was all the range in thelate 1950s was high on the list:And there was the makeup club, then, there wasa shop down in Broad Street – McGilligans – andyou’d pay a shilling a week, and after ten weeksthen you’d have ten shillings which was a lot thattime, and you’d go in then and you could getyour makeup – and you’d think you weregreat...58For some, the spare money never really materialised soswapping rather than buying clothes was the norm, thoughresourcefulness ensured that the final effect was a good one: Sure we’d never buy clothes… we’d have to sharethem… If we wanted dresses Friday night, I’dhave the different coloured dress belonging tomy friend… You’d wear a skirt, well, a check skirtwas only five bob. You’d wear that, but you’dwash it... you hadn’t loads of clothes.59For those less straitened, the money could be saved towardstokens for fashionable clothes – machine-knit cardigans tobe got in a shop in William Street or the ‘lovely wide skirtswith the net underneath’ available in Bolgers Stores.60
ConclusionThe Limerick bacon industry, like other working places of theday, had its own social scene. To some extent there was agender difference in the leisure engaged in outside thefactory gate. Women’s memories were largely of cinema,dances and – to a lesser extent – excursions to the seaside.Men’s social scene, on the other hand, was centred on thepublic house – each factory having its own favourite wateringplace. Sport also figured in the men’s leisure activity, soccerand (to a lesser extent) rugby and Gaelic games helping tobridge the workplace gap between butchers, casual workersand office staff. Within the factory itself, while the work wasvery hard, those who had acquired sufficient skill could keeptheir hands on the job while turning their eyes, ears andvoices elsewhere. Despite the noises of the factory, talking,joking, pranks, banter and even singing went on over thecourse of the day and these provided the real fuel that drovethe work as well as the ultimate leveller of distinctions.

Sport played a large role in the social scene of the bacon industry. Theseimages show the Clover Meats membership card of 1974. Courtesy Jerry O’Sullivan
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General Packing Department,
Matterson’s LimerickCourtesy National Library of Ireland
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Limerick 1953; O’Mara's
and Matterson’s Bacon
Factorys are in the 
background with the
Dominican Church and 
Tait's clock to the foreCourtesy Sean Curtin
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Despite contemporaries’ tendency to blame the porkbutchers for the closure of Clover Meats in 1972, the rootsof the Limerick bacon trade’s decline ran back much furtherthan that. In fact they were already visible from the end ofthe nineteenth century, and this despite ongoing moderni-sation and the continuing high reputation of Limerick baconon the international market. 
Changing fortunesMatterson’s business, for instance, experienced some majorfinancial difficulties in 1895 when, without sufficientworking capital, it was found necessary to become a limitedliability company.1 This change in the company’s structurewas dealt with by cutting back drastically on the family’sexpenses, a move that involved the dismissal of servants, thesale of horses and (in 1908) of the family residence atCastletroy.2 The fortunes of the other bacon factory ownersare less easy to ascertain. There is no doubt that their socialposition was far above that of those working for them:Joseph Matterson was a magistrate, Alexander Shaw waspresident of the Chamber of Commerce.3 Their residenceswere in the most prosperous areas of the city. In 1901,Stephen O’Mara, Bacon Merchant was residing in 9Harstonge Street, with his wife, two children and twodomestic servants. By 1911, he had moved to 4 Stonetownon the North Strand and was living with his two sons, adaughter and a live-in house maid and cook. Both of his resi-dences were described as first class houses, the former withthirteen rooms and the latter with sixteen rooms. In 1911Alexander Shaw, bacon merchant resided in 35 NorthCircular Road with his wife, son, chauffeur, parlour maid andcook. Matterson’s address was in Georges Street (nowO’Connell Street).4 On the other hand, even where prosperityseemed to exist, resources were not always as unlimited asmight have appeared from the outside.5 Though referring tohalf a century later, Michael O’Mara’s memories of growingup in the 1940s and 1950s show that some bacon factoryowners, at least, were not as affluent as they appeared:People think…I was born with a silver spoon inmy mouth… but yet the silver spoon was fairlyrusty I tell you… We lived in a house on the Ennisroad, and [later] in another house in Patrick-swell – a very old house. It was falling downaround us so…anyway…am…it wasn’t, but it tookan awful lot of maintenance…6
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Political issuesThis gradual decline of the fortunes of Limerick’s bacon industry and industrialists wascertainly affected by political developments in the years after 1914, international rather thannational events having the greatest impact. Though there was a disruption of pig fairs duringthe short-lived Limerick Soviet in 1919 that briefly put paid to pig killing in the city’s factories,the War of Independence and Civil War had little obvious impact on the bacon trade.7 It wasthe outbreak of War in 1914 – and especially the effects of German submarine attacks onmerchant shipping – that shook Irish and Limerick bacon production. On the one hand, thedangers posed to American shipping by the submarines worked in favour of Limerick bacon,since they led to a further decline in the import of American bacon, with a consequent increasein the demand for Irish bacon both at home and in Britain. On the other hand, the Limerickbacon industry itself suffered the effects of submarine attacks: the sinking of merchant shipsinvolved in the export trade included that of the Clyde Steamship Company’s Arranmore inMarch 1916 as it carried a cargo of Limerick bacon to Glasgow.8 The dangers at sea also affectedthe import of animal feed. Farmers now found themselves unable to feed their pigs so that by1916 breeding stocks in the country were actually being sold for slaughter – good for the baconfactories and workers in the short-term, but disastrous in the long-term as was obvious by 1918when the supply of pigs to the Limerick factories was in danger of drying up.9 This in turn meantthat unemployment spiralled and by 1918 only one in seven of all workers in the local baconindustry were employed, their problems compounded by the rising price of food.10 Thesemisfortunes were increased when the British Ministry of Food, in an effort to feed its own popu-lation and support its own bacon curers, increased the level of live pig imports from Ireland,further reducing the number of pigs available to Irish bacon curers at home.11Many of these problems continued to affect Limerick bacon in the later 1920s. Althoughsouthern Ireland had gained its political independence in 1921 as the Irish Free State, itseconomic relationship with Britain did not really change, and Irish bacon’s slippage on theBritish market was not reversed. Business continued to decline as feed stuffs remained veryexpensive, and the export trade in live pigs continued to the detriment of bacon exports. In
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Office in Shaw & Sons, c.1890-1910Courtesy National Library of Ireland
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1912 it was reported that 223,000 live pigs were exported to Britain compared to 61,000 baconand hams. By 1916-17, the export of live pigs had increased to 239,000 while the export ofbacon had decreased to 54,000.12 Indeed alarm was expressed by Irish bacon curers that theMinistry of Food was increasing the export of ‘live hogs in the interests of the English baconcurers and pork butchers’ only. By 1929, bacon exports were marginally lower in value thanthat of live pigs.13 
Government interventionThroughout the 1920s there was some debate as to whether independent Ireland should followa policy of free trade or protectionism. The protectionist option triumphed in the early 1930s,partly because of the political outlook of the new Fianna Fáil government and partly becausethere were real fears of the dumping of cheap foreign agricultural produce on the Irish market– a fear especially relevant to the bacon industry where prices were falling and levels of impor-tation rising.14 One result of this was increased state regulation of the bacon industry. Heavyduties were imposed on imports and there was an increased drive to find new markets and toincrease state regulation of the production and sale of bacon.15 The Pigs and Bacon Act of 1935was the first stage in this increased state regulation. It tightened up the licensing regulationsfor slaughtering, curing and selling bacon, made provision for more stringent examination byveterinary officers of the killing and curing procedures in the factories, and stipulated that thefinished bacon, when approved, had to be marked with the government stamp. The mode oftransport to the point of sale was regulated and the prices paid to producers and by consumerswere set out.16 Besides this, the act set up both a Pig Marketing Board representative ofproducers (farmers) and curers (bacon factory owners), and a Bacon Marketing Board, largelyrepresentative of the curers.17Whether this move to boost the state’s economy and serve the interests of both the producersand the curers succeeded or failed is unclear. The annual reports of the Board (1935-39) werepositive as to its achievements. It emphasised the thirty per cent increase in the number of pigskilled in the bacon factories between the 1920s and the 1940s and claimed the credit for ‘…establish[ing] order in a trade where formerly chaotic conditions largely obtained…’18 Incontrast, Limerick local opinion was unrelenting in its criticism of the new boards and ofgovernment policy in relation to the bacon industry. In 1939, at a dinner to celebrate thecentenary of O’Mara’s bacon factory, Stephen O’Mara made a speech strongly critical of stateintervention: ‘We should be a solid phalanx ready to face the government or the opposition orcivil servants or Bacon Boards or Price Commissions or veterinary or any other individuals orbodies should they threaten our welfare or our rights.’19 Even when the Pig Marketing and BaconMarketing Boards were replaced by a single Pigs and Bacon Board in 1940, the complaints inthe press continued regarding government intervention and the inadvisability of civil servantsbeing ‘given powers for ordering industries about which they knew nothing.’20 The mainproblem was that government policy in relation to the bacon trade was focussed on rationali-sation – exactly what local opinion in Limerick opposed.21The main grievances of the curers (and, indirectly, the pork butchers) in relation to rationali-sation were the price controls enforced on both live pigs and finished bacon and – more impor-tantly – the quota system, which laid down the number of pigs to be killed per factory at anygiven time.22 While this quota system ensured the survival of smaller factories, it was particu-larly resented when it resulted in consignments of pigs bypassing Limerick for delivery to baconfactories in Cork and elsewhere – especially when in a time when local pork butchers were onshort time.23 The failure of the Limerick bacon trade to persuade the Minister of AgricuIture torelax the quotas and price restrictions ensured that resentment against government continuedover the next two decades. In the 1960s the local Labour TD, Stevie Coughlan – not a man tomince words – dismissed the head of the Pigs and Bacon Commission head as ‘inexperienced’,blaming the ‘indolence and neglect’ of the Department of Agriculture for the declining fortunesof Limerick bacon production.24
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Producer-Curer TensionsBut neither government policy nor the successive regu-latory boards were entirely responsible for the griev-ances of which local bacon producers complained. Asthe Bacon Marketing Board explained in 1938, the baconindustry was also affected by fluctuations in farmingitself:Few trades are subject to such varying influ-ences as those with which the bacon-curingindustry has to contend – influences whichare beyond the curers’ and the Board’scontrol. Farmers and others engage in orrelinquish pig production as it suits theirown immediate needs, intensifying orreducing their output according to thedemands made upon their time or resourcesby other agricultural activities…25One problem that was very difficult to surmount indeveloping the bacon industry was the distrust that hadtraditionally existed between the farming interest andthe urban-centred bacon industry. There was a firmconviction on the part of the farmer-producer – ‘thepoor man who carries the mash to the pig’ – that he wasgrossly underpaid for his work.26 In the 1940s thesolution, at least as far as some saw it, was to change thestructure of the bacon industry to a co-operative basis,i.e. rather than continuing the traditional division of theindustry between the three separate interests of pigproducer (farmer), broker (pig buyer) and curer(factories), a co-ordinated or co-operative approachshould be taken ‘under the general direction of a centralorganisation.’27 A decade later, the growing threat ofDanish competition briefly drove farmers and factoriestogether: in 1959 a meeting between the BaconCommittee of the Irish Creamery Milk Suppliers’ Asso-ciation on the one hand and the Bacon Curers’ Associ-ation on the other planned to establish a more efficientsystem which producers and curers worked on a co-operative basis with a uniform scale of payments forpigs, thus eliminating competition between differentfactories.28 By 1964 a Limerick Pig Development Coop-erative Society had actually been set up with theobjective of establishing a co-operative pig fatteningstation which would guarantee to farmer-suppliers astable price for pigs all year round, and would then sellon to the factories.29 But unity was difficult to achieve. In county Limerick the1964 cooperative society was largely a big farmer organ-isation which did not seem to attract the smaller farmer-producers, and by the end of the decade the Minister forAgriculture was still vainly urging farmers’ organisa-tions, the dairy interest, the factories and the Pigs andBacon Commission to get an initiative under way.30
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The traditional distrust between farmers and tradeunions also played its part here.31 On the one hand,farmers resented the loss of earnings involved whendisputes and work stoppages occurred in the baconfactories, since even a few days’ delay meant that thepigs became too fat to fetch the best bacon prices.32 The
Irish Farmer’s Journal not infrequently published irateletters putting forward the view that the bacon industrytrade unions included ‘a large quota of irresponsibleindividuals…’33 On the other hand, bacon factoryworkers were more than a little distrustful there of anyinvolvement by farmers in the running of the baconindustry, a distrust reflected in the claim made in 1963by Stevie Coughlan, the Labour TD for Limerick City, thatworking conditions in the co-operative factories wereinferior to those in privately owned concerns.34 He canhardly have been referring to the physical conditions inthe factory – most stories emphasise that Clover’sprovision of more modern facilities were a majoradvance on what prevailed in the city’s other baconfactories. What he may have been echoing was theworkers’ (especially the pork butchers’) antipathytowards a more remote style of management – onewhich was unable or unwilling (unlike the culture inO’Mara’s) to accommodate itself to the traditional waysand attitudes of the Limerick bacon workforce, andwhich came to a head with the closure of Clover Meatsin 1972. 
Pressure from outsideBut the problems of Limerick bacon went beyond theimmediate local scene. From the 1930s onwards, theindustry was being increasingly affected by politicaldevelopments outside the immediate world of producerand curer. Britain’s imposition of tariffs on Irish baconduring what became known as the Economic War of1932-38 impacted on the Limerick factories, and whenthis dispute had been resolved the outbreak of WorldWar II, despite the Irish Free State’s official policy ofneutrality, struck another blow at the Irish bacon trade.Submarine warfare’s threat to shipping, as during WorldWar I, led to a shortage of imported pig feed and a conse-quent fall in the supply of pigs, while the rationing ofmotor fuel caused difficulties in transporting fattenedpigs to the factories.35 Considerable inventiveness wasneeded to deal with this problem, and Michael O’Mararemembered one carpenter working in the Claremorrisbranch of the firm who actually adapted one of thecompany’s lorries to run on gas:He invented gas cylinders, two cylinders...and in between the cabin and the body heput two cylinders… One was a filter and theother used to burn charcoal, and the
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charcoal would go in through this filter and the gas would go into the engineand it used to run the lorries. And the charcoal we made – we were in thetimber business. We made the charcoal and the charcoal was burnt in thisthrough tweed filters…36Such measures, ingenious though they were, had only a limited effect on the fortunes of thebacon business. As almost everywhere in Europe, production fell as the number of pigs beingreared was more than halved – and this at exactly the same time as pig numbers in the UnitedStates and Argentina doubled – with major repercussions for Irish bacon production in the longrun.37 Limerick felt the pinch of wartime conditions: the number of killings declined by seventy-five per cent between 1940 and 1943, and as early as mid-1942 it was estimated that up tosixty per cent of the city’s pork butchers were either unemployed or on short time.38 Thissituation continued right through the 1940s: unemployed Limerick butchers either headed forother work in England or spent their days in the local Pork Butchers’ Society Room where theycould chat – ‘There’d be a fire there… they were all idle, you know.’39 The challenge of foreign competition that began in the later nineteenth century was alsobecoming more serious. Despite the downturn in Dutch and Danish bacon production duringthe war, these two countries’ share of the market grew progressively once peace returned, andthis competition became more serious with the establishment of the Common Market (laterthe European Economic Community) in the late 1950s.40 Though Britain declined to become amember of the Common Market in 1957, its membership of the European Free Trade Associ-ation from 1960 brought it into closer economic contact with Denmark, and this facilitated evenmore importation of Danish bacon into Britain to the detriment of both the native baconindustry in both Britain and Ireland.41 The Danish challenge became even greater from 1973when Ireland, the United Kingdom and Denmark joined the EEC together, and Danish exportshad unlimited access to the British market. There was now ‘too much competition… [Ireland]couldn’t produce the stuff cheap enough, they couldn’t compete…’, Denmark killed and processed ‘in one factory in a week what we did in [the whole of] Irelandin a week.’42 As another man put it, ‘I’d say it was too costly to keep four or five hundred peopleemployed for what you were getting back out from the pig.’43
Changing tastesProbably the most important reason that Danish and Dutch bacon outperformed Irish andLimerick bacon trade in the years after 1945 was the changing taste in meat. While the flavourand quality of Limerick bacon remained particularly high, the public at home, but more espe-cially in outside markets, now wanted lean meat – not the fat bacon that had always beenconsidered ‘sweeter’. Therefore, once wartime rationing ended, the British consumer who had‘gratefully accepted’ fat Irish bacon during the war years, preferred to buy the leaner Danishproduct in particular.44 As a result, the exportation of lower grade bacon to Britain was cut backdrastically in the late 1950s, with a consequent stock-piling at home of fat bacon that factorieswere unable to clear from their stores.45 When, in the 1970s, other changes occurred to put afurther nail in the coffin of Limerick bacon.46People’s taste varied they changed like…there was am…we’ll say people intro-duced say chicken as an alternative and then the chickens were quartered,chickens were cooked, the chickens were dressed differently – they went intoselling chicken in a big way, same way with pizzas, everything… Before[that]… you could put in two to three hundred pounds of sausages [intoRoche’s Stores] and the next morning you would have to replace them again.But who’s eating sausages today? Who’s eating rashers today?47
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And it was not just a matter of taste: consumers, especially in Britain and Europe, werebecoming choosy about the packaging of their meat, wanting it, like the Danish and Dutchproduct, vacuum-packed in polythene and table-ready – a far cry from the greaseproof andbrown paper wrapping in which Limerick consumers had always carried home their meat.48It was not that curers and regulators were unaware of changing tastes among the public. Afterindependence, attempts had been made to meet changing tastes in bacon by improving pigbreeding, encouraged by government bodies and various interest groups from the Pigs andBacon Board in the 1940s and 50s to the Limerick Pig Development Co-Operative Society inthe 1960s.49 Therefore, the efforts of later nineteenth century progressive pig breeders toproduce a fast-growing but lean pig were redoubled in the decades after independence. TheYorkshire’s popularity continued in the immediate post-independence decades, from the 1950sthe Landrace pig (native to the Baltic and Nordic countries) – large, lean, and capable ofbreeding with the ‘uniformity of a mass-produced motor-car’ – displaced the Yorkshire anddominated Irish pig and bacon production thereafter.50As in the past, advice was given to pig producers as to the feeding stuff to be used to ensurequality bacon. Already by the 1930s there was an increasing use of factory-produced pig feed,the ‘Blue Cross’ brand manufactured in Ranks’ Mill on Limerick’s Dock Road being purchasedwidely for this purpose throughout Munster and beyond.51 But small producers had not themeans to buy such specialist feeding stuff. Well into the 1950s, farmers who sold just a few pigsto the factories four or five times a year continued to feed their animals on potatoes or onwindfalls in the orchard, while householders raising pigs in the back yards of villages, townsand cities throughout Ireland and Britain fattened their animals on kitchen waste, even if – inthe words of one man in reference to bacon pigs reared in Dublin city – ‘they were all slimy pigs[after] eating all the rubbish from the hotels.52 The diet of Limerick’s back-yard pigs was remem-bered by a number of people: ‘All the small potatoes, you’d keep them to feed the pigs… andyou fattened them then at the last month with bran.’53 Joe remembered how he’d help aneighbour in Donoghue’s Lane:  ‘I used to bring over a bucket, when I’d come up from school,I used to go down and collect all the skins out of all the lanes and feed them pigs.’54 EuropeanCommunity rules eventually eliminated that practice and potatoes, bran and pig swill of allsorts gave way to commercially produced pig feeding cubes, increasingly advertised in thenational and local press from the late 1960s onwards.55 There wouldn’t be hardly a house [without pigs in the back]…but once you …you got beyond the canal or beyond the river here where the site of thepresent Corporation Offices from that all out all down…nearly all the houseshad the pigs in the back…the whole down the Island Field, all outThomondgate everywhere…the older houses now – not the newer ones. Theones that would have been built from the fifties on, I’d say, discontinued thatpractice but they used to collect the [swill].56
Rising standards‘Hygiene and everything else came into it’ was how one man summed up the demise of theLimerick bacon factories from the 1950s onwards as more exacting standards in the production,curing and packing of bacon changed the basis of the local industry.57 None of this monitoringof hygiene was entirely new, of course. In the 1890s, the veterinary inspectors in Limerickfactories, acting under the Public Health Act of 1878, had carried out stringent inspections offreshly killed meat for any traces of disease. Following independence, especially after thepassing of the several acts relating to the killing and processing of meat from the early 1930s,there were increasing checks of this sort.58 Here the main emphasis was on procuring disease-free meat for processing in an era when tuberculosis was a major killer, and the inspection inLimerick factories was particularly thorough, involving meat for home consumption as well asfor export.59 The concerns were not groundless: veterinary checks showed that a sizeable
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proportion of pigs coming to the Limerick factories in the 1930s were diseased and the baconhad to be destroyed – to the detriment of farmers and factories alike. It is not surprising thatthere were (probably inaccurate) claims that healthy meat was being destroyed by over-zealousinspectors, since small producers who were totally dependent on the factories for theirlivelihood were especially affected by stringent enforcement of regulations. For instance, whenswine fever spread through the country in 1957, one small producer in Broad Street lost fourof her thirteen pigs to the disease, and the other nine were destroyed.60Even as consciousness of the need for hygiene in meat production grew in the 1950s, conditionsin the Limerick factories – built over a hundred years earlier – left a lot to be desired. In theyards the picture was particularly bad. Eddie remembered how, when he first joined theworkforce in Shaw’s: …the cats and they eating with the rats. Down at the back here they used topump the water out …But the cats and the rats used eat together… But you’dsee the place around there that time was alive – even in Clover Meats time –but they got rid of an awful lot. Like, you’d lift a bag and the place would befull of rats. And in the summer time when the heat would be there you’d oftensee things – you’d see liver going across the floor, you know – and worms, theworms were in it.61It was not necessarily that hygiene was totally ignored. In fact, given the conditions of the timethere was great effort put into cleaning up at the end of the day. John Tierney remembered howwater from the well in Coll’s Yard next to O’Mara’s factory was used to wash down the baconfactory:It was supposed to be the finest water in the city…so we used to use that. Wecouldn’t use it all, we had to use… seemingly we had to use a certain amountof the city water…so we used to use the city water for washing down thefactory…For everything else we used to use the spring water…So we had tobe very careful and we had to have it analyzed and checked to ensure thatthere was no bugs or anything else in there.62But there were major problems involved in dealing with waste, as Michael O’Mara explained:But then effluent…you couldn’t, you couldn’t build an effluent plant. Thewaste was going into the Shannon… But that’s what went on for years…. Ipresume the river was polluted but we never heard about it…but, ah, fortu-nately then I saw the writing on the wall.63O’Mara’s was not alone in this: as one butcher remembered:none of the factories had effluent plants… Excuse the expression, shit and dirteverything went in…blood…everything went straight into the sewers…straight into the water…You’d see the blood flowing out…when the factorywas working...64On the factory floor, on a day-to-day basis, there were also many hygiene-related shortcomings,taken for granted in the past but now, with the benefit of hindsight, totally unacceptable. InShaw’s, for instance, parts of the equipment were: … very old and antiquated… There was a lot of timber tables and then [whenClover Meats took over] they changed over to stainless steel… Shaw’s wouldhave had no steel, they were antiquated, and they weren’t going to invest nomoney.65
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Joe Hayes spoke of O’Mara’s factory only having onlytwo hand basins in the entire factory – nothingunusual at the time.66 There were no tea making facil-ities in the factory, so until the late 1940s cans of teawere carried around at break time with tin cupsshared by everyone, until teapots were eventuallyintroduced. And there was little provision for dealingwith accidents. In Clover Meats ‘there was a nursethere, one nurse, and you are talking about a placethat had knives sharper than razor blades.’67 InO’Mara’s, any deep cut was dealt with by heading forSt John’s Hospital where the sister in charge stitchedit up.68
Attempted modernisationOver the next twenty years the factories made majorefforts to modernise and to comply with Europeanregulations. Clover Meats (which had taken overShaw’s in 1949) had, through the installation of mech-anised and pneumatic conveyors, eliminated manualhandling of animals and meat.69 There was also a morestringent inspection of meat: Paddy Bennis recalledhow a laboratory across the street from Matterson’sfactory carried out daily analysis of fresh meat andnewly manufactured sausages, while similar analysiswas carried out on site in O’Mara’s and Clover Meats.70There were also hopes in some quarters that a moreco-operative approach – such as that in the dairyindustry – might bring Irish and Limerick bacon backinto the race for markets. Not everyone favoured themove towards co-operative production: by the late1960s the idea of cooperative pig farming still had nottaken on to any great extent in Limerick or Clare.71The difficulties faced by the existing bacon factoriesin achieving modernisation was both financial andspatial. Clover Meats’ overhaul of their factory overthe course of the 1960s cost in excess of £500,000 andO’Mara’s had already spent almost a million poundson modernisation of their Limerick, Claremorris andDonegal plants before realising that much more wasrequired.72 The location of the Limerick factories wasalso problematic: still situated by the 1960s in thetriangle between Mulgrave Street, Gerald Griffin Streetand Roche’s Street – exactly the same place in whichthey had been opened well over a century previously– they had no room either to expand or to converttheir premises to meet European hygiene require-ments. Even grants from Europe were difficult to takeup unless operations were transferred from the citycentre to the outskirts.73 When O’Mara’s closed itsRoche’s Street factory in 1986, the obsolescence of thebuilding and the cluttered nature of the location werepointed out, along with the collapse of the exporttrade, as two of the major reasons for closure.74 The
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only future for the bacon companies was (if they could) to move to locations outside the citywhere modern plants suitable for new production methods could be built. In this regard Galtee Foods, which had been established in Mitchelstown in 1966-68, provideda model in several ways. Not alone had this company established its plant on a green-field sitewhere further expansion was possible, but it had also prioritised the convenience of theconsumer. Though still selling ‘the odd side of bacon’, Galtee responded to changing tastes infood, bringing in measures that had given Danish bacon the advantage in the market by reducingthe amount of salt in order to make the ham ‘sweeter’ and putting the emphasis on pre-packedfood:Galtee came on the line and they revolutionized the whole trade as far as Iwas concerned and they brought in a lot of equipment... people had the instore demonstrations to promote their products and the ladies dressed upas all sort of gimmicks and gadgets… Cooking a product inside in a store, andit would knock the socks off you the smell of the bacon and the sausagesfrying. It was a great attraction for people. They loved it…they loved it…allthese things but am…yeah…they brought out all sorts of gimmicks to sell theirproducts…75The firm scored a major victory when they started to supply Shannon Airport’s duty-free shopand flight kitchens.76 It was on Galtee that the new Limerick Bacon Company modelled itselfwhen it opened its modern purpose-built factory in the Raheen Industrial Estate, openedfourteen years earlier on the southern edge of the city.77 This was one of the new specialisedmeat factories of the 1980s, which did not kill on the premises but bought in its meat forfinishing, at its busiest processing 110 pigs an hour over each five-day week.78 Establishedunder the auspices of Shannon Development and with advice from the Dairy ScienceDepartment at University College Cork, the Limerick Bacon Company had modern machinery,a food laboratory, experimental kitchen, and special effluent treatment facilities and it seemedto point to a bright new future for Limerick bacon. For almost a decade it won prizes for highstandards of hygiene, supplied retailers and other businesses in Limerick city and Waterford,using the first refrigerated vans in the region but, more importantly, as was the case with anumber of similar new meat companies of the mid-1980s, it had its eye on foreign markets,being licenced to export to the United States.79 This was a major triumph as larger concernslike Kerry Foods and Roscrea Foods failed to get such a licence, and the Limerick BaconCompany’s success was due to its success in producing a product with minimal salt which waspreserved through pasteurisation.80 In some ways, this company was the victim of its ownsuccess, being bought over by Dairygold, a company with its eye on expansion.81
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But the process of modernisation was not sufficient to resurrect the Limerick bacon industry.Despite the modernisation of Matterson’s canning facility when it moved to Moyross in theearly 1970s, some felt that its ultimate decline could only have been averted if representativesof the firm had kept their eyes on Denmark to learn from producers and curers there how theLimerick bacon industry might be revived: We never went with the time. What we should have done at the time was sendthe same fellas that went over to Denmark, send them back in twelve yearsand see what they were doing, and how they were successful.82 When Limerick Bacon Company did visit these Danish plants in the 1970s, they learned thatthe Danes’ entirely mechanised production methods were more than twenty-five years aheadof even the new purpose-built plant at Raheen – a sign of the almost insurmountable compe-tition that the local industry faced, based as it was on traditional methods of both productionand operation.83 Joe Hayes brought it all together when he gave his explanation for the finalcollapse of the Limerick bacon industry:I think myself – I might be wrong – that when you went into the CommonMarket the writing was on the wall, because before that we were self-suffi-cient, we were exporting. But on joining the Common Market the Danes andthe Dutch, the French and the Germans could export as well. And they wereexporting bacon at a better price, I presume, because they were moreadvanced. That put pressure on the bacon factories then.  That was thedemise of the bacon factories, in my opinion.84
ConclusionAlthough the factories are no longer in operation, the memories of this once bacon-driven cityare still alive in many of the former employees of the factories, each of whom has something ofinterest to share. This book is built on two foundations. The first is the enthusiasm and initiativeof the members of the Pork Butchers’ Society, the pioneers who suggested a project to memo-rialise the Limerick bacon factories. The second is the generosity of the men and women – porkbutchers, casual workers, ‘Yanks’, office workers, van drivers and factory managers – who sogenerously shared their memories with us. They spread the word among their friends andformer workmates that the project needed their stories; they patiently explained technicalitiesand skills of which we had previously no knowledge; and they opened up for us a working worldthat, while it is now gone, lives on in the personality, humour and dignity of those who werepart of it.Our only regret is that, for reasons of space, we could not include in the book every story thatwe were told. We have tried to give a representative example of the memories of those whospoke with us, and, where possible, to weave these memories with the evidence of the time(information from newspapers and official reports), all the time aware that every source hasits own bias and perspective. Newspapers, despite the appearance of impartiality, have theirown slant on events, and official records – Dáil debates, parliamentary reports, ledgers andeven census material – are not always either impartial or accurate. And memory is memory –it is natural that individuals can remember the same event or situation in different ways, notnecessarily because they are falsifying evidence or covering up reality, but because everyone’sexperience is different to that of others. These memories, whether they confirm or contradictone another, are irreplaceable. They throw light on what the ‘official’ record cannot do – thehumour, friendships and tensions of workplace and neighbourhood – and the atmosphere of acity where pigs and bacon shaped not only diet but also livelihood, community and reputation.
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Group of early female employees, Shaw & Sons, c.1890-1910. Courtesy National Library of Ireland
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Tony and Breda Hanley Teresa Hayes, Matterson’s

Dermot Hartigan, Researcher,Mary Immaculate College Charlie Quaid, Pig Buying Family

Jim O'Brien, Clover Meats Joe Joyce, Clover Meats

Jerry O'Sullivan, Clover Meats Terry Hayes, Clover Meats

Interviewees
As part of this project a series of oralhistory interviews were carried out. Weare deeply grateful to all the participantsfor their time and the invaluable contri-bution they made to the project 
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Joe Hayes, O'Mara's Larry Duggan, O'Mara's

John Tierney, O'Mara's Eddie McNamara, Clover Meats

Liam Foley, Clover Meats Marie Madigan, Clover Meats

Michael O'Mara, O'Mara's Nancy Waters, Clover Meats 

Mary Costello, Clover Meats

Olive Curry (Fitzgerald), O’Mara's 

Ollie O'Brien, Clover Meats

Susan O'Mara, O'Mara's 
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Noel McMahon, Clover Meats

Eddie McManus, Clover Meats,Matterson's, O'Mara's Paddy Kiely, Matterson’s

Tony Flannery, Limerick BaconCompany, Clover Meats, Donnelly's

Interviewees not picturedPaddy Bennis, Matterson'sPhilip O'Sullivan, Limerick Bacon CompanyBrenda Doyle, O’Mara'sStephen FitzGerald, Matterson's & Clover MeatsTom Fitzgerald, Matterson's, Clover Meats & O’Mara'sRonnie Long, Matterson'sHilda Reddan (Murphy), O Mara'sTony Sexton

Right: P60 Matterson’s Papers, Limerick Archives
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Launch of memorial to 
the Pork butchersby Jerry O’Dea, Mayor of theMetropolitan District of Limerick,June 2016.

Group of former bacon factory workers with some of  team that worked on the Limerick bacon factory project with LimerickMuseum, Limerick Archives and Mary Immaculate College

Mike Finn, playwright and author of Pigtown, first produced by IslandTheatre Company in 1999
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Group of former bacon factory workers with some of  team that worked on the Limerickbacon factory project with Limerick Museum, Limerick Archives and Mary ImmaculateCollege.Larry Duggan, Chairman of the Pork Butchers Society, JerryO’Dea, Mayor of the Metropolitan District and Ruth Guiry,author of Pigtown, A History of the Limerick Bacon Industry.
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Six generations of the O’Connor family traded in Limerick as craft butchers, on WickhamStreet, Little Catherine Street and William Street. When the factories closed in the 1980’sNoel O’Connor cured ham and bacon, followed by his brothers Pat and John, keeping thecraft alive in a small scale way. Noel O’ Connor recalls collecting blood from the threefactories- Shaw’s  O’Mara’s and Matterson’s for puddings. He spoke of making Limerickbrawn by boiling pigs heads, boiling pigs feet separately and using the gelatine to set thefinal product into a square shape to be sold in slices. He made white pudding often bycleaning the pig’s belly, using the lungs ‘or ‘lights’ and other parts  all boiled together andmixed with breadcrumb and spices.
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Right: P60 Matterson’s Papers, Limerick Archives

Barbecue at O'Connor Butchers,Wickham Street, Limerick. Courtesy Noel O'Connor.

Noel O’Connor leading his team across Thomond Bridge carrying a 68 feet long black pudding in an attempt to break the GuinnessBook of Records for the longest black pudding in 1991. Courtesy Noel O'Connor
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146 O' Mara's Bacon Factory, Roches Street, Courtesy Tony Punch
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Pork Butchers Mass 1 August 1975Tony Galvin, Brien Liston, Tony Bennis, Donal O’Sullivan, Frank Duggan, Jerry O’Sullivan, /?Leddin, Mick Doherty, Jim O Brien, Paddy Fitzgerald, Thady Coughlan, ned O’Sullivan, Jim Walsh,Tommy Bennis, Sean Fitzgerald, Mick Mckeown, Ger Scanlon, Derry Joyce, Bishop JeremiahNoonan, Paddy Hanley, Tom Joyce, John Sheehan, Joe McNamara, Fr. Collins, Frank Byrnes, JoeHayes, Jerry McNamara, Sean Doyle, Sean Joyce, Eugene Scanlon, Tommy Fitzgerald. JimListon,Eddie McNamara, Liam O’ Shaughnessy, Gerard O’Sullivan, Sean Fitzgerald, Steven Hayes.Joe Joyce, Jack McManus, Tommy Wallace, Jimmy Ryan, Tony Fitzgerald, Terry HayesCourtesy Joe Hayes
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Courtesy P60 Matterson's Papers, Limerick Archives
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